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This CASE STUDY is part of a series of publications which aims to publicize the ten award-winning experiences
by "Caixa Best Practices in Local Management Program" correspondent to the 2001/2002 cycle. The main
objective of this series is to provide deeper evaluation of the award-winning practices, allowing other
Municipalities, that are interested to develop similar initiatives, to identify and to get out the maximum of
the subsidies from those successful projects.

In this publication, we present the Program of participatory management of water resource for JIQUIRIÇÀ
river basin. This successful experience brings together 25 Municipalities in an Intermunicipal consortium
within the framework of sustainable integral development. The impact and the excellent results of the
experience were the cause of the classification between 100 best practices of the world, in the context held by
the Dubai International Award for Best Practices to Improve the Living Environment, constituting in reference
for others Brazilian Municipalities.

The CAIXA has as a mission to promote the continuing improvement of the living conditions in our society,
intermediating resources and financial business, acting as a priority in the encouragement of the urban
development, therefore, in housing, sanitation and infrastructure, and in the management of funds, programs
and social services. As one of its action strategies, it is important to highlight that CAIXA establishes
partnerships with other institutions, in order to obtain a high quality product.

With that commitment we are looking for, through this publication, to disseminate the Brazilian Best Practices
that we are supporting/financing and, overall contributing to the improvement of the social polices in our
country.

Other important publications for your city and community could be find at the website: www.caixa.gov.br,
download option.

Aser CortinesAser Cortines
Vice-president of Urban Development and Government

Jorge MattosoJorge Mattoso
President of CAIXA

Presentation by CAIXA



I am pleased to present a series of case studies and guidelines on lessons learned from Brazilian Best
Practices. The Habitat Agenda, adopted in June 1996, calls for the documentation and analysis of best
practices as one of the principal means of monitoring conditions, trends and emerging policy responses. Since
then, the international community has called upon UN-Habitat and its partners to apply lessons learned from
best practices as a basis for capacity building and decentralized co-operation through the exchange of
knowledge, expertise and experience. 

The Brazilian Federal Savings Bank (CAIXA) and the Brazilian Institute for Municipal Administration (IBAM)
are demonstrating their leadership role in this endeavour. As partners of UN-Habitat's Best Practices and
Local Leadership Program, they are providing the Latin American and Caribbean region, as well as other
regions, with valuable lessons learned from experience. 

The in-depth analysis of the JIQUIRIÇÁ experience, which was designated by UN-Habitat as a global best
practice in 2002, should be of particular interest to all those involved in the implementation of the
Millennium Development Goals. It provides insights to addressing the issues of sustainable urbanization,
poverty reduction, and the improvement of the living conditions of the urban poor.

It demonstrates that the strategic objectives of the Habitat Agenda – namely partnerships and participation,
decentralization and capacity building – can be applied in a holistic manner to bring tangible and lasting
benefits to people and their communities. It also demonstrates that sustainable development is increasingly
dependent upon addressing the issues of the urbanization, good urban governance, and access to land,
shelter and basic services by the urban poor. To this end, the case studies and guidelines provide Habitat
Agenda partners around the world with pointers for the future.

Anna Kajamulo TibaijukaAnna Kajamulo Tibaijuka
Under-Secretary-General
United Nations Programme for Human Settlements   

Presentation by the Executive Director of  United Nations
Program for Human Settlements, UN-Habitat 



Presentation

In 1999, the Brazilian Savings and Loan Bank (Caixa Econômica Federal,
hereinafter referred to as CAIXA) created the CAIXA Program for Best Practices,
aimed at national, regional, and international dissemination and transferability of
projects implemented with the institution's technical and financial support and which
qualified as Good and Best Practices in Local Management. The program's success,
crowned by its award in 2000, surpassed the expectations and confirmed the great
interest awakened in Brazil in learning about successful experiences in promoting
sustainable local development and improving living conditions for the Brazilian
population.

Based on this success, CAIXA, in partnership with the Brazilian Institute for
Municipal Administration (IBAM), has expanded the scope and reach of information
already collected by promoting Case Studies focusing on selected Best Practices. The
following study is part of this effort, since the Jiquiriçá Valley Inter-Municipal
Consortium was awarded in 2001 as one of the ten best practices in local
management.

The CAIXA initiative is part of the effort by the Brazilian Government to
implement the Habitat Agenda in the country through participation in the Best
Practices and Local Leadership Program (BLP) and the Global Award for Excellence in
Best Practices, sponsored every two years by the Dubai Municipality in collaboration
with the United Nations Center for Human Settlements -UN-Habitat. Importantly, the
Jiquiriçá Valley Consortium was also appointed by BLP in 2002 as one of the 100 Best
Practices worldwide.

The underlying concept and methodology for developing this Case Study
were based on an analysis and understanding of the practice's various facets, as
established under the Term of Reference1.

The Case Study sought to meet the main objectives as defined by the Term
of Reference:

, To produce new, systematic knowledge on the practice entitled "Participatory
Management of Water Resources in the Jiquiriçá River Basin".

, To provide a basis for evaluating the results and impacts of this practice,
identifying the reasons for its success and the lessons learned.

1 BARATA, Tereza Cristina B. (coord.). Terms of reference for the elaboration of case studies. Caixa Best. Rio
de Janeiro: IBAM/CAIXA, 2000.



The work was divided into two stages, the first of which aimed to
understand the practice's concepts and proposals, and the second to evaluate the
results obtained thus far. These stages often occurred simultaneously, especially
during the fieldwork when knowledge of the local reality and the results of interviews
allowed the team to grasp, analyze, and evaluate the practice's proposals. For
didactic and operational purposes, this report distinguishes between the descriptive
stage (chapters 1 and 2) and the evaluation stage (chapters 3 and 4).

Briefly, chapter 1 covers the following:

, A description of the region in which the practice is developed, the Jiquiriçá River
Valley, in southeast Bahia State, Brazil.

, Key elements in the practice's design and its principal characteristics.

Chapter 2 covers the process employed in the implementation of plans,
projects, and actions that comprise the practice. Since the practice involves a broad
and highly complex participatory management process, for understanding, analysis,
and evaluation the Case Study adopted only the components that were in the
implementation or consolidation phases or in the final fundraising phase, with
prospects for implementation in the short term. This same chapter describes the
approach that led to the subsequent evaluation.

Chapter 3 provides an evaluation of the practice based on strategic
analytical variables recommended in the above-mentioned Term of Reference:
impacts, partnerships, sustainability, community leadership and empowerment,
gender, and social inclusion. As an instrument for evaluation, the Case Study also
used interviews with Municipal authorities, the local population, and various
partners, both from the field interviews and the Consortium's newspaper.

Chapter 4 outlines some conclusions concerning the practice, the interim
results, prospects for continuity in the implementation process, the mistakes and
successes observed and reviewed, and the lessons derived during the development
of the Case Study.

A brief set of photographs helps document the information in chapter 2
and the evaluation in chapter 3.
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Design and Characteristics
of the Practice

The Jiquiriçá River Basin, located approximately 150 kilometers southeast
of Salvador, the capital of the State of Bahia, covers an area of 6.900 km2, bordering
to the north and west on the Paraguaçú River Basin and to the south on the Contas
River Basin.

The demarcation of the geographic/territorial space adopted by the
practice was not limited strictly to the physical boundaries of the watershed; rather,
the practice included all of the Municipalities (or counties) which have all or part of
their territories in the Jiquiriçá Basin. This includes a total of 25 Municipalities:
Amargosa, Brejões, Cravolândia, Elísio Medrado, Iaçu, Irajuba, Itaquara, Itatim,
Itiruçu, Jaguaquara, Jaguaripe, Jiquiriçá, Lafaiete Coutinho, Lage, Lagedo do
Tabocal, Maracás, Milagres, Mutuípe, Nova Itarana, Planaltino, Santa Inês, Santa
Terezinha, São Miguel das Matas, Ubaíra, and Valença.

Figures 1 and 2 in Appendix 2 provide, respectively, the Geographic
Location Map and the Map of Municipalities comprising the Jiquiriçá River Basin; the
latter shows the relationship between the respective Municipal territories and the
watershed.

Environmental characteristics

The Jiquiriçá River is only 275 kilometers long, but is highly relevant to the
region as its main cultural and economic development link. In the past, groups of
muleteers established the first settlements on the banks of this river, founding what
are now the area's towns and cities. Symbolically, the river has always been a strong
reference for the settlers, who were attracted by the natural resources and fertile soil.

1

The Jiquiriçá river basin1.1

In order to evaluate the Participatory Management of Water Resources in
the Jiquiriçá River Basin, this Case Study begins by focusing on the geographic and
socioeconomic conditions of the region in this watershed.
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Participatory Management of Water Resources in the Jiquiriçá River Basin

The river basin occupies four distinct phytogeographic regions, with
extreme climatic variations for such a limited geographic/territorial space. The
original plant formations on the coastline, with the mild climate of its lowlands,
ranging to the intermediate areas with ombrophilous and seasonal forests, formerly
harboring densely wooded areas which have now become totally altered by constant
deforestation, contrast with the caatinga or scrub forest of the Upper Jiquiriçá Valley,
where the harsh semi-arid climate featuring a backlands area castigated by periodic
droughts, at altitudes of up to 1,000 meters above sea level.

These differences in plant cover, climate, and relief produce a highly
diversified landscape, both in its original natural state and its current condition,
predominantly altered by human action. The stunning Jaguaripe and Valença beaches,
complemented by the dendê (red palm oil) and Bahian coconut groves, contrast with
the rich landscape of the Valley and even more so with the semi-arid areas,
highlighting the rocky outcrops of the Municipalities located closer to the Diamantina
Plateau. This diversity is reflected in the organization of local social and economic life,
resulting in a broad cultural plurality as viewed in Figure 3, Appendix 2.

Highway infrastructure

The Jiquiriçá River Basin, due to its geographic location in the State of
Bahia, has an excellent highway infrastructure, crossed by five Federal and 16 State
highways, in addition to a reasonably good grid of county access roads.

Social and economic characteristics

The geographic area covered by the practice, according to the 2000
National Census conducted and published by the IBGE (the Brazilian Institute for
Geography and Statistics, or National Census Bureau), has a total of 440,420
inhabitants, 58% of whom residing in urban areas and 42% in the countryside. The
population is distributed unevenly among the Municipalities, which are small- and
medium-sized (ranging 200 to 2,400 km2), distributed in 47 districts (or townships).
Only seven of the Municipalities  have more than 20,000 inhabitants, and the
average population density is 27.1 inhabitants/ km2.

Socioeconomic conditions in these Municipalities are precarious, with a
major portion of the population below or around the poverty line, as shown by the
census data, according to which 9% of the heads of households have no income
whatsoever and 78% earn less than twice the prevailing minimum wage [i.e., less
than approximately U$160/month].

Economic activity is concentrated in the countryside, with precarious and
scarcely profitable agriculture. Industry contributes little to the local economy, and
the services sector is even smaller. However, tourism has expanded in recent years
due to the area's rich natural and cultural landscape.
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Health and educational standards are low, and illiteracy and health
problems are critical in the countryside. Some 110,000 illiterate adults pose a
daunting social challenge for the Jiquiriçá Basin.

Political and institutional characteristics

Institutional organization in the majority of the Municipalities in the
Jiquiriçá Valley is quite simple, virtually limited to the provision of basic services in
education, health, urban cleaning, and related areas. Few Municipalities have a
more complex administrative capability with the staff and financial resources to meet
other Municipal responsibilities.

Environmental Quality

The Jiquiriçá River Basin has suffered heavy environmental impacts on its
soil, plant cover, fauna, and water resources. Its waters, which used to be abundant,
appear to be vanishing with each passing day, leaving the region drier and less
salubrious.

The environmental situation is characterized by increasing attrition of
natural resources, resulting in the deterioration of its ecosystems, due to:

, utilization of inadequate farming and livestock raising practices;

, deforestation, with a consequent loss of biodiversity;

, an advanced process of soil erosion and silting;

, limited availability of information on water use;

, instability and disequilibrium in the regulation of the water balance; 

, an extractivist economy;

, lack of urban and Municipal planning;

, lack of infrastructure in the urban settlements; and

, fragmentation of Public Administration.

The severe socioeconomic and environmental problems faced by the
Jiquiriçá Valley led the Mayors of the Municipalities in the River Basin to seek new
forms of cooperative action, from a perspective of sharing their difficulties and
identifying common solutions. There were various problems, some of which requiring

Premises and objectives of the practice1.2
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Participatory Management of Water Resources in the Jiquiriçá River Basin

urgent action, like the lack of basic sanitation, limited possibilities for social
investments, and a changing economy.

The political and institutional format adopted to allow both the
participation by all local governments in the River Basin and therefore planning and
development of integrated sectoral projects was a legal model based on a
Consortium, allowing for speed, flexibility, and autonomy in planning, projects, and
actions. The River as the central axis and link between the Municipalities was the
underlying idea in the Jiquiriçá Inter-Municipal Consortium.

The Consortium is a private, nonprofit organization whose main objective
is sustainable development of the Jiquiriçá River Basin. The Consortium is based on
a participatory management model focused on water resources, the basic factor for
sustaining both quality of life for the population and a major portion of the local and
regional economic activities.

Underlying principles

1. Respect for the geosystem and its environmental conditioning factors, aimed at
creating investment and business opportunities fostering quality of life and
increased income for the population.

2. Organization and linkage between the public and private sectors and society,
aimed at the agency of financial resources and utilization of management tools to
promote the region's development.

3. Adoption of a development model based on participatory management and
focused on water resources and their socioeconomic, cultural, and individual
interdependence. Participation by water users and society in the planning process
helps build commitment by segments of society, thereby strengthening political
determination at the municipal and regional levels.

Objectives

The Jiquiriçá Consortium, as the supra-partisan link, mediator, mobilizer,
and organizer of planning and projects for the Jiquiriçá River Basin, is characterized
by the multiplicity, complexity, and breadth of its attributions. Its objectives are
focused on each of the actions as they are carried out to meet each phase of the
participatory process. The underlying philosophy in all the work is based on the
relationship between man, nature, and production processes.

In its 2002 Report, the Consortium stated the following in relation to its
objectives: "The Consortium aims to promote integrated measures to build a
sustainable, participatory development process in the region, in order to achieve new
social utopias, accelerating communications and linkage between the Federal, State,
and Municipal spheres of government, drawing together companies, unions, and,
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communities, meanwhile pursuing, in the current phase, the implementation and
consolidation of Municipal Water Users' and Development Forums as an
indispensable point of  departure for establishing the Jiquiriçá River Basin Committee
and for shared formulation of contributions to micro-regional public policies"2.

2 CONSÓRCIO INTERMUNICIPAL DO JIQUIRIÇÁ [Jiquiriçá Inter-Municipal Consortium]. Relatório 2002 [2002
Annual Report]. Salvador, 2003.p. 10.

In light of the territorial scope of the practice and the diversity of issues
dealt with by the Consortium, the latter's technical staff opted to organize its actions
along the following five thematic lines:

, Natural Environment – includes management of natural resources (water, plant,
and mineral resources): pollution control, monitoring of environmental quality,
permanent environmental protection areas, recovery of riparian forests, control of
erosion and silting of waterways, and protection of springs, mangroves, and
estuaries.

, Infrastructure – includes projects and actions in the areas of housing, food supply,
water supply, drainage, sewerage, solid waste collection and treatment, electricity,
telephony, highway maintenance and signage, transportation, public
safety/security, urban equipment, and public-use areas.

, Political and Institutional Sphere – involves the basis of the system established by
the Water Users' and Development Forum, the Participatory Information System,
regional integration, institutional capacity-building, Municipal legislation, Master
Plan, degree of organization of the public powers, tax inspection and collection,
training, leadership-building, cooperativism, and associativism.

, Economy – involves studies and projects in the economic area: primary, secondary,
and tertiary sectors, tourism, labor, employment and income, and private
enterprise.

, Social Sphere – includes projects and actions related to education, health, social
assistance, culture, publicity/visibility, mobilization, communications, human
resources, sports, and leisure/recreation.

Thematic lines1.3
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Implementation Process2

Numerous attempts were made over time to found associations in the
Jiquiriçá River Valley. Following the 1992 elections, the idea finally materialized
to convene the Municipalities in the Jiquiriçá River Basin to promote sustainable
development. The initiative began with 17 Municipalities whose seats are
located in the Valley's geographic area.

After several Municipal governments drafted the Jiquiriçá Valley
Environmental Development Program, the Consortium was defined as the most
appropriate legal and institutional format for guaranteeing participation by all
the Municipal Governments in the River Basin, allowing speed, flexibility, and
autonomy in achieving its objectives. In November 1993 the Jiquiriçá Inter-
Municipal Consortium was founded as a permanent civil, nonprofit association,
with a minimum of eight member Municipalities represented by their respective
Mayors, and explicitly prohibiting any form of partisan political interference.

The bylaws provide for a basic structure at various levels:

, at the decision-making level, a Council of Mayors consisting of the Mayors of
the member Municipalities, a Fiscal Board, and a Chairmanship;

, at the strategic level, an Executive Board and Technical Coordinating Body
including consultants and specialists;

, at the management level, the Regional Coordinators; and

, at the operational level, the Water Users' and Development Forums.

The Chairman of the Council of Mayors is elected for a two-year term
and may only be reelected once. The resulting turnover encourages all the
Municipal Administrations to participate in heading the Consortium. The Council
also recommends and approves the hiring of the Executive Board.

Having institutionalized the Consortium and elected its
representatives, the Executive Board was set up and its work prioritized.

Background2.1
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2- Implementation Process

Contacts were developed at the political and institutional levels and in the
social area, with particular emphasis on education and health. The first
workshops were held to update teachers and health professionals, attempting to
integrate actions in the two areas and train "environmental multipliers".
Community mobilization was conducted, leading to the identification of
members for the Municipal Forums. A geographic/territorial and socioeconomic
diagnosis of the River Basin was also concluded as the point of departure for
developing various projects in specific sectors.

Two important pieces of water resource legislation, one State and the
other Federal, provided significant legal backing for the Jiquiriçá Consortium.
The Bahia State Water Resources Act no. 6.855 of May 1995 established the
principle of decentralization, encouraging water users to organize as river-basin
or watershed committees.

In 1997, Federal Act n. 9.433 created the National Water Resources
Management System. The Act defines water as a limited natural resource,
subject to public domain, and bearing economic value. The law provides for
management of river basins or watersheds through decentralized committees,
with participation by the Federal, State, and Municipal Governments and civil
society.

Under State Act no. 6.855, the Bahia State Secretariat for Water
Resources conducted a Water Resources Survey for the Recôncavo-Sul
Watershed, of which the Jiquiriçá River Basin is a part, and included eight more
Municipalities. The Jiquiriçá Consortium thus now consists of 25 Municipalities.

The legal basis facilitated continuing studies to consolidate
participatory management of the water resources in the Jiquiriçá River Basin,
culminating in 2000 in the signing of a Technical Cooperative Agreement
between the Consortium, the Bahia State Government, the Ministry of the
Environment, and CAIXA. Other partners subsequently joined with the
Consortium in the development of its work methodology and the
implementation of its first projects, evaluated in this Case Study.

The Consortium's organizational structure is the following:
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Principles and objectives of the forums

The Water Users' and Development Forums created in each Municipality in
the Jiquiriçá Basin are the basic units for linking participatory management. They
provide the technical and political basis for the future Jiquiriçá River Basin
Committee, which will thus assume its role as a regional management group with
authentic social participation.

The overall objective of implementing the Water Users' and Development
Forums is to strengthen the communities' active voice, with an individual gain in self-
esteem, autonomy, and personal achievement. Each Forum member becomes a
volunteer development agent, with collectively constructed actions.

Water users' and development forums2.2

OPERATIONALOPERATIONAL
LEVELLEVEL

DECISION-DECISION-
MAKING LEVELMAKING LEVEL

STRATEGIC LEVELSTRATEGIC LEVEL
MANAGEMENT LEVELMANAGEMENT LEVEL

REGIONAL COORDINATING BODIESREGIONAL COORDINATING BODIES

COUNCIL OF COUNCIL OF 
MAYORSMAYORS

EXECUTIVE BOARDEXECUTIVE BOARD

Institutional Linkage/ Institutional Linkage/ 
Fundraising/ PlanningFundraising/ Planning

TECHNICALTECHNICAL
COORDINATING BODY/COORDINATING BODY/

CONSULTANTS/ CONSULTANTS/ 
SPECIALISTSSPECIALISTS

Planning/ Planning/ 
Monitoring/Monitoring/
Follow-up/ Follow-up/ 

Technical LinkageTechnical Linkage

Valença Valença 

JaguaripeJaguaripe

JiquiriçáJiquiriçá

LajeLaje

MutuípeMutuípe

UbaíraUbaíra

Lagedo doLagedo do
TabocalTabocal

MaracásMaracás

PlanaltinoPlanaltino

ItiruçúItiruçú

JaguaquaraJaguaquara

Lafaiete CoutinhoLafaiete Coutinho

ItaquaraItaquara

CravolândiaCravolândia

IrajubaIrajuba

Santa InêsSanta Inês

IaçuIaçu

ItatimItatim

Nova ItaranaNova Itarana

BrejõesBrejões

MilagresMilagres

SantaSanta
TeresinhaTeresinha

AmargosaAmargosa

Elísio MedradoElísio Medrado

São Miguel dasSão Miguel das
MatasMatas

FORUMS OFFORUMS OF
LOCAL USERSLOCAL USERS
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2- Implementation Process

The Forums' work seeks to achieve some specific objectives through the
membership:

, gaining awareness and understanding of the environment in which they live,
identifying problems and seeking solutions;

, acquiring social and environmental values, improving abilities and skills to act in
defense of sustainable development;

, fostering active individual and collective participation in the planned actions; and

, preparing leaders and acting as opinion multipliers, helping the leaders prepare
to perform their new responsibilities.

Partnership

The Consortium signed an agreement with the National Office of the
Brazilian Service to Support Micro and Small Enterprises (SEBRAE) in late 2001 to
implement the Municipal Forums, and it met the target within the established
deadline. A new agreement was signed in late 2002, this time with the Bahia State
Office of SEBRAE, aimed at its consolidation.

The forum-building process

Membership in the 20 to 35 Municipal Forums represents the various
social segments of the Municipalities – students, farmers, local merchants, members
of different religious congregations, government, business, and others. The Forums
meet voluntarily to discuss environmental, social, and political issues in the
Municipalities, proposing solutions to strengthen the regional and local economy
within the principles of sustainable development with participatory management,
which is the Consortium's working premise.

Establishment of the Municipal Forums involved the following stages:

, identification of membership;

, training and hiring of regional coordinators;

, linkage with the Mayor's Offices to define the basis of support for the Forums'
operation; and

, an inaugural event in each case.

With front-running teams that visit and study the Municipalities in
advance, the Consortium produced a list of possible leaders to set up the municipal
Forums:

, local residents identified for their leadership potential, based on the results of
prior identification conducted by the Consortium;
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, direct or indirect representatives of Federal, State, and Municipal agencies
working in the Jiquiriçá Basin; and

, civil society representatives named by their leaders and constituencies: NGOs,
churches, business leaders, trade unions, cooperatives, and associations.

After identification of leaders and their inclusion in a social representation
matrix developed by the Consortium, the new members were invited to participate in
the Forums. Forum participants have highly heterogeneous characteristics in terms of
age, schooling, level of information, gender, socioeconomic level, and social
position, with a significant share of students (at least 30%) and women (at least 30%).
The psychosocial work (described below) prepares all the members to consider
themselves equally important as representatives of their communities.

Psychosocial work

The Consortium adopted an approach involving psychosocial preparation
for all stages of the implementation and consolidation of the Municipal Forums. This
work is oriented by therapists in clinical and social psychology, based on an
epistemology of complexity that deals with phenomena as an expression of a set of
interdependent circumstances. This approach has obvious consequences for a
program like that of the Consortium: economic and social development actions
cannot be implemented without simultaneously promoting conditions for personal
development of the social actors, and individuals cannot be treated outside their
regional context.

Based on these premises, participants in the Municipal Forums and
regional coordinators meet in fellowship and reflection groups in this psychosocial
work, where they are trained and take responsibility for managing the process of
change towards individual and community autonomy and development.

This psychosocial work seeks to expand the spaces for personal
achievement, fostering for a participative action, stimulating an individual and group
involvement in the work development and promoting the linkage of leaders, and
management of conflicts and divergent interests. The work thus bolsters social ties
and continuity of individual and collective development and autonomy in its
environmental, social, economic, political, and cultural dimensions.

Regional coordinating bodies

In the Consortium's organizational structure, the regional coordinator acts
at the management level as an indispensable human resource for the
implementation and consolidation of the Forums, providing support and a technical
presence for planning and ongoing follow-up of the work. The coordinator is a
member of the technical team, a key element as a link between this team and the
Municipal Forums.
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2- Implementation Process

Under the Consortium's organizational structure, a regional coordinator is
hired for each group of Municipalities in which the region has been subdivided,
initially in six groups (currently eight), according to such criteria as phytogeographic
similarities, socioeconomic characteristics, and road access. Each group consists of
two to four Municipalities, in other words two to four Municipal Forums per regional
coordinator.

The process of identifying regional coordinators began with selection and
training and lasted for two months. The prerequisites for selective training were: 

, familiarity with and residence in the region,

, experience with community work,

, leadership capacity, and

, having one's name proposed in a prior identification process in the universities in
the vicinity of Jiquiriçá, through various contacts and leading to 22 candidates.
The University of Bahia State – UNEB (in Santo Antônio de Jesus) and the State
University of South-West of Bahia – UESB (in Jequié) played a key role in screening
and recommending these candidates.

To hire and train the regional coordinators, the Consortium selected 12
candidates from among 24 preliminary applicants. A 14-day intensive course was
held for contact and reflection, with constant psychosocial work, preparing the
coordinators to perform their functions. The course included information on the
following:

, knowledge about the Consortium's proposals;

, notions of sustainable development;

, an introduction to water resources legislation; and

, community development principles.

The work culminated in the participatory selection of six candidates. A
regional coordinator has the following profile: a leader who does not impose his or
her positions, is responsible, autonomous, and flexible, and has a good grasp of
reality and the capacity for achievement and evaluation.

Personal problems or difficulties with the work associated with a new
division of the groups (increasing from six to eight) led to the need to hire new
coordinators. The latter underwent a rigorous selection process, with more
streamlined training. The team in charge of the psychosocial work is now providing
intensive training courses for the new regional coordinators.

In the routine technical coordination of the Consortium, the regional
coordinators participate in biweekly meetings at the Consortium office in Salvador,
providing a link in the monitoring of the Forums, reporting on the status of respective
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internal demands, and leading the scheduled actions, new demands, or proposed
projects etc.

During these meetings the regional coordinators receive both individual
and group psychosocial orientation, in an ongoing evaluation of their work, seeking
to solve or minimize the difficulties as they arise. There is a broad discussion of issues
related to the work of coordinators and their relationship to the Forums – how they
act inside the Forum, how they feel, how they deal with the different profiles of the
Forums in light of their heterogeneous nature, how they deal with their position of
authority and power, etc.

Implementation of the municipal forums

The launching of each Municipal Forum always involves a public session
at a venue defined by the Office of the Mayor and including Municipal Authorities
and members of local communities. In the inaugural session, the regional
coordinator swears in the members of the new Forum, after which there is a social
event with refreshments.

This inaugural event is followed by a two-day seminar. The first day
involves psychosocial work, using techniques such as awareness-raising, relaxation,
group dynamics, active information, simulation of conflicts and the search for
solutions, encouragement for reflection, etc., focusing on the key words and basic
concepts underlying the Consortium's work: participation, environmental
preservation, sustainable development, quality of life, etc.

On the second day, Forum members, by now bolstered with the
mobilization received through the psychosocial work, develop debates with members
of the Consortium's technical team along three lines of ideas: the "wishes" or desires,
the "know-how", or knowledge, and the "tasks", setting a work agenda for the first 12
months of the Forum, resulting in a Forum contract, of which the Mayor receives a
copy.

The first Forum was set up in April 2002 in Maracás, with the real and
symbolic significance that this Municipality harbors the headwaters of the Jiquiriçá
River. The Consortium's technical coordinating body succeeded in meeting its goal of
implementing all the Forums by the end of 2002 (except for the Milagres Forum).

The following is a chronological list of the Forums, with their respective
inaugural dates:

Maracás: April 14-17

Itaquara: May 31-June 2

São Miguel das Matas: June 1-3

Laje: July 19-21
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Brejões: July 20-22

Lafaiete Coutinho: July 22-24

Lagedo do Tabocal: August 4-6

Nova Itarana: August 5-7

Irajuba: August 12-14

Itatim: August 30-September 1

Santa Inês: September 9-11

Iaçú: September 16-18

Mutuípe: September 27-29

Cravolândia: October 29-31

Planaltino: October 7-9

Ubaíra: October 18-20

Elísio Medrado: November 3-5

Jiquiriçá: November 8-10

Valença: November 12-14

Jaguaripe: November 18-20

Jaguaquara: November 22-24

Itiruçú: December 13-15

Santa Terezinha: December 1-3

Amargosa: December 2-4

Forum exchange and empowerment seminar

All of the 24 Water Users' and Development Forums already implemented
participated in this important event on April 26 in Maracás, which also included 12
Mayors of Municipalities from the Jiquiriçá River Basin, various other Municipal
Authorities, Consortium partners, and the Consortium's entire technical staff and
consultants. The event was supported by the Bahia Institute for Educational Radio
Broadcasting (IRDEB), the State Secretariat of Culture and Tourism, and significant
press coverage from newspapers in the area Municipalities.

Starting at 8:00 AM, representatives of the Forums began gathering in
Maracás for the first exchange and empowerment meeting. Many of them had never
been in Maracás before and were excited and anxious to visit the river's headwaters
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3 At this moment Mayor of Itaquara.

and the surrounding area. After a brunch hosted by the Maracás Forum at the
Municipal Teachers' School, the participants walked across town to the headwaters of
the Jiquiriçá River and joined hands around the spring in a fraternal embrace.
Moving speeches marked the significance of this act and confirmed the commitment
to preservation of the environment.

The Jiquiriçá Consortium was cited by then-president Astor Moura de
Araújo3 as a unique example of participatory management of water resources in the
State of Bahia that could be adopted as a model. The Mayor of Maracás, host of the
seminar, recently elected Enterprising Mayor of the Year by the SEBRAE National
Office, highlighted the seminar's importance and the work that was already under
way in his Municipality, encouraged by the Consortium, in recuperating the riparian
forests.

Back in the Maracás Municipal Cultural Center, participants from the
Forums divided up into work groups, organized along the Consortium's five lines of
work: natural environment, political and institutional environment, social
environment, economy, and infrastructure. The teams' alignment allowed for the
creation of thematic nuclei to promote activities related to specific fields like
agribusiness, communications, and tourism. 

Moving on with the program, each municipal Forum gave its presentation,
using a "flag" specially prepared for the occasion, identifying the Municipality's
potentialities and culture and the projects and actions carried out by the Forum's
participants. Typical cultural manifestations with poetry, music, dance, and theater
highlighted the "messages" in the flags. The Forums were all applauded
enthusiastically, and the participants were moved by the quality of the presentations
and the high degree of social and environmental awareness demonstrated.

At the end, the Forums combined their various flags to form a collective
flag for the Jiquiriçá Basin. Mayors and staff from the Consortium, called forward to
the stage, embraced each other and sang together with the representatives of the
Forums.

In a video on the Maracás Seminar, the Consortium makes the following
statement:  "At the end of the meeting, several images are left in the memory of the
participants, along with the certainty that victory is possible!"

A luncheon was held with Municipal Authorities in attendance, after
which, on a stage set up in the town square (Rui Barbosa Square, named after the
famous early 20th-century Brazilian diplomat), two special issues of the newspaper
Jiquiriçá Notícias were launched, along with the Jiquiriçá Almanac and a
presentation of the video "The Jiquiriçá River, from the Headwaters to the Sea". In the
evening there was a party in the town square with regional cultural presentations
and music.
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The Participatory Information System proposed by the Consortium will
be a powerful instrument to support decision-making in planning and organization
for the River Basin. The Consortium has already been gathering information to set up
the System, including data on the functioning of the watershed, natural resources
management, and specific infrastructure, economic, sociocultural, political, and
institutional information, ranging from the history of each of the 25 Municipalities to
more specific issues allowing for access.

Participatory Information System2.3

Photographs 1 through 12 in Appendix 3 help document this event.

Environmental education

The Consortium's environmental education team has developed an activity
called "Interdisciplinary Environmental Training for Forum Representatives". This
training, a spin-off of the demands generated by the Forums' meetings, has already
occurred in its initial phase in the following Municipalities: Itaquara, São Miguel das
Matas, Brejões, Maracás, and Lagedo do Tabocal.

Along with the technical content in the training program, visits were made
to significant environmental sites (springs and headwaters, deforested areas,
irregular housing along riverbanks with the dumping of raw sewage and solid waste,
and a farm using organic techniques) to encourage discussion on practical day-to-
day community issues.

The Consortium's methodological proposal is based on building during the
work process itself. Trust is strengthened through exchange of learning experiences,
with indispensable contents for the actual process of Development through Local and
Integrated Sustainability (DLIS), with a focus on the region itself and participation
and cooperation. Thus training thus occurs as the actions are carried out. 

In the words of one participant, the training was a highly significant
experience for clarifying valuable topics that are on the order of the day for member
communities, motivating and preparing them to act as environmental multipliers in
their Municipalities.

The Consortium intends to continue this training program in the other 20
Municipalities, based on demand from the Forums, maintaining a methodological
base, but making adjustments in the teaching approach and content through the rich
ongoing experience.
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The System's purpose is to increasingly provide the means to facilitate
utilization of available information and data to systematize access to information on
the region, including texts, photographs, tables, and maps. The premise is thus to
record and organize information using a common, user-friendly language.

The Participatory Information System is already preparing to treat
cartography and geoprocessing of information allowing the Consortium, Municipal
Governments, Forums, future River Basin Committee, partners, and other potential
users to have rapid, easy visualization of information on the Municipalities and the
River Basin.

Seeking to furnish environmental guidelines to foster sustainable
development of the Jiquiriçá Basin, the attempt has been to understand the
watershed as a whole, with the economic, social, and environmental components in
the Participatory Information System interacting, defining a unique dynamic that
shapes the landscape, intervening directly in its quality.

Partnership

The responsibilities of the Bahia State Secretariat for Water Resources
(SRH) include the implementation, management, and operation of a Water Resources
Information System for the State of Bahia.

The SRH has already produced the Georeferenced Information System
(GIS), backed by Bahia State digital cartography, a fundamental tool due to its
versatility and the fact that it includes statewide geographic information and can
store, retrieve, integrate, and analyze maps in a computer environment.

The SRH is highly interested in the implementation of regional systems
that both can feed on the State data and feed back into the GIS with detailed
information on a Municipal or local scale. The SRH has thus prioritized an agreement
with the Consortium to provide financial, technical, and staff support for
implementing the Participatory Information System, which will be integrated with the
GIS in an ongoing exchange of information.

By prioritizing the request from the Consortium, the new State
Administration considered two factors: its institutional organization, which has
already been consolidated, and its participatory principle, in keeping with the State's
premise of decentralized participatory water resources management.

There is a long list of projects currently being studied or drafted by the
Consortium, along the five thematic lines. In order to prepare this Case Study the
team  had to define the scope of the evaluation, which meant selecting projects

Infrastructure and the environment2.4
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whose implementation had already begun or which were in the final fundraising
phase, with prospects for beginning operations in the short term.

Basic sanitation

The urban sewage systems are being built with funds from the CAIXA
through the PROSANEAR Program, with 11% counterpart funding from the Bahia
State Government (Treasury Funds).

The following are the towns benefited by the urban sewage systems and
their current stage:

, Laje, Mutuipe, Jiquiriçá, Ubaíra, Santa Inês, and Itaquara: the systems and
sewage treatment stations are in the final implementation stage; household
connections are being installed;

, Jaguaquara and Cravolândia: the services have been contracted and work is
scheduled to begin immediately;

, Brejões and Maracás: the project for the services has been concluded and the
budget approved for a contract in the short term;

, Amargosa, Irajuba, São Miguel, and Elísio Medrado: currently in the project and
fundraising stage.

Priorities are being set for sewage construction based on the pollution
levels in the Jiquiriçá Basin headwaters. The most heavily polluted bodies of water
are shown in figure 4 in Appendix 2.

Urban solid waste

The Consortium plans to play a major in developing the basis for
participatory management of urban solid waste in the watershed's Municipalities.

Historically, Municipal Administrations in the Jiquiriçá Valley have
eliminated solid waste simply by dumping it in absolutely inappropriate sites, thereby
contaminating the soil and water and jeopardizing the drainage system and forested
areas. The Integrated, Shared Participatory Management Plan for Urban Solid Waste
in the Municipalities of the Jiquiriçá Basin establishes operational standards for the
final destination of solid waste, backed by modern technologies and methods
allowing for alternative solutions focused on recycling of selected materials.

The Consortium's program includes other projects: the Rehabilitation and
Income Generation Plan for Solid Waste Collectors, based on solid waste recycling;
elaboration of the Waste Dump Rehabilitation Plan; intensification of environmental
education activities with a focus on solid waste; implementation of the Solid Waste
and Citizenship Program in the Jiquiriçá Valley Municipalities. Based on a
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participatory methodology, the plans and projects will be discussed in all the Forums,
with participation and direct intervention by the members in all stages of the work.

Advances already achieved by the Urban Solid Waste Program include the
Jaguaquara sanitary landfill, initial installation of shared landfills (Jiquiriçá/ Ubaíra
and Valença/ Jaguaripe) through Urban Development of Bahia State Company –
CONDER, an agency of the Bahia State Secretariat for Urban Development, with
funds from the PROSANEAR Program, financed by CAIXA and State counterpart
funds.

For the landfills in Laje and Mutuípe and other Municipalities to be
included in the program, the Consortium staff is proposing an alternative solution to
CONDER involving simplified final disposal systems that are expected to involve
lower costs and generate more job and income.

Social-Interest Subsidized Housing Program (PSH)

The CAIXA Social-Interest Subsidized Housing Program, a Federal-level
program, was seized by the Consortium as a major opportunity for demonstrating
integration of various areas in practice, making it an example of collective learning.

The PSH aims to meet the demand for low-cost housing for a population
with a monthly family income of less than U$2004. To apply the program in the
Municipalities of the Jiquiriçá Basin, the Consortium was joined by the Bahia State
Government through the Secretariat to Fight Poverty and Social Inequalities
(SECOMP), which provided part of the funding for the program. These funds,
currently deposited at CAIXA, provide the origin for the Jiquiriçá Valley Housing
Fund.

Thirteen Municipalities succeeded in meeting the program's requirements
and registered in the first stage: Brejões, Cravolândia, Elísio Medrado, Irajuba,
Itaquara, Itatim, Lafaiete Coutinho, Lagedo do Tabocal, Laje, Maracás, Planaltino,
Santa Inês, and Ubaíra, with the prevision to construct a total of 1,164 housing units.
With support from the Municipal Governments and participation by the Forums, the
Consortium is preparing the architectural and urban upgrading projects for the
houses and other community equipment.

Master plan for water resources in the Jiquiriçá River Basin

The Secretariat for Water Resources (SRH) is in the final stage of drafting
a State Water Resources Master Plan. This Plan will set the guidelines for Master
Plans in River Basins in the State, with the Jiquiriçá Valley as a priority. In addition to
the Participatory Information System discussed in item 2.3, the agreement to be
signed between the Jiquiriçá Consortium and SRH will also included the elaboration

4 The Exchange rate of Set.2003. US$ 1,00 = R$ 2,90
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of a Master Plan for Water Resources in the Jiquiriçá River Basin (PRH-Jiquiriçá) and
a Registry of Raw Water Users.

As the funds are released, a technical team will be set up to develop the
PRH-Jiquiriçá, based on studies done by the Consortium and SRH, with the addition
of projects, studies, and technical information related to water resources that are
available and have been developed under other Bahia State Secretariats. 

Due to the need for integrated planning and management of water
resources, the PRH-Jiquiriçá design will include interfaces at other levels (sectoral,
regional, national, etc.), programs, projects, and other studies related to the existing
water resources in the Jiquiriçá Basin. Thus, the stages in the development of PRH-
Jiquiriçá should aim primarily at complementing and updating the water-resources
and environmental survey, as well as reviewing its main proposals and documenting
its priority programs in detail. This analysis will help add new proposals and prioritize
the studies to be developed.

Registry of Raw Water Users

There is little information on water use in the Jiquiriçá Basin, with only
estimates based on consumption rates for given activities. It is necessary and urgent
to prepare a Registry of Raw Water Users, including socioeconomic and cultural
information to back the planning and management of water resources. The registry
will identify the real demand for raw water according to different uses and should
help define measures to resolve conflicts.

The elaboration of the Registry of Raw Water Users is an opportunity to
implement the Management System for the Jiquiriçá River Basin based on a new
model for the water-resources and farming sector, focused on integration between
different levels of government, decentralization according to watersheds, and
participation by water users.

The registry will also allow: 

, knowledge of and encouragement for interaction between health, the
environment, and development, aimed at strengthening community participation
in promoting health and quality of life;

, the capacity to identify and seek shared ways of meeting strategic gender
interests, without losing sight of the communities' practical needs, in new rules for
community living, health, and productions. 

These objectives will be achieved through involvement of society and
awareness-raising concerning the importance of water resources, with the
identification of organizations that will participate and contribute to water resources
management in the Jiquiriçá Basin, taking into account real local needs and
measures for conflict resolution.
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Recovery of riparian forests

Extensive, indiscriminate deforestation in the Jiquiriçá Basin has reduced
the plant cover and sacrificed even the wooded areas protecting the headwaters and
riverbanks. In the most heavily affected areas, the lack of plant cover has led to a
decrease in the water supply and heavy erosion and silting, thereby jeopardizing
environmental sustainability.

Within a set of programs for the conservation, preservation, and recovery
of natural resources in the watershed, the Consortium has prioritized the recovery of
riparian forests in order to improve the Valley's environmental quality.

The Program for the Recovery of Riparian Forests is already a priority in
the Superintendence for Forestry Development and Conservation Units under the
Bahia State Secretariat for the Environment. The Program includes a pilot project to
be implemented in 18 months: the first six months to document the state of
conservation of riparian forests in the entire basin and survey the predominant
vegetation in each ecosystem; during the remaining 12 months, three pilot units will
set priorities according to the survey's results and demands from Municipalities.

A tree-planting strategy will also be implemented in the towns that have
lost the most plant cover, with seedling nurseries to serve the pilot areas.

The Maracás Municipal Government has already launched this program,
encouraged by the Consortium: five hectares of land were expropriated close to the
headwaters, and 11,800 native tree saplings were planted.

Riparian reforestation will be backed by a bee keeping project. There are
already several successful bee keeping experiences in the Jiquiriçá area, and there is
a definite market for honey.

The elimination of illiteracy in the Jiquiriçá Basin is part of the Literacy
Program under the Jiquiriçá River Basin Development Plan. The literacy drive acts as
a strategy for social change with new educational opportunities for young people and
adults in the area who have historically been deprived of the right to school.

The Consortium has joined with the Clemente Mariani Foundation, its
partner in the social area, to prioritize Municipal Educational Plans in the Jiquiriçá
Basin. The Consortium has been supported in this effort by the Program to Support
the Development of Municipal Education (PRADEM), an extension program of the
Federal University in Bahia (UFBA). PRADEM has already been supporting other
Municipalities in Bahia to produce Municipal Education Plans, providing the
underlying operational document for orienting municipal action in the area of

Social aspects2.5
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education. The plan is developed according to a methodology approved by the
Ministry of Education and adopted in various States of Brazil.

Municipal education plans

The plans are divided into the following stages:

, A Municipal educational survey;

, On-site designing of a problem tree and a solution tree;

, Elaboration of a planning matrix, interrelating the expected results, evaluation
indicators, sources of verification, premises, and investment forecast;

, Definition of an operational plan based on the expected results, with a detailed
description of actions and activities, including a timetable and financial cost
estimate.

The stages are sequential and interdependent, with each stage generating
the next. The work is done by local teams set up especially for the project (teachers,
municipal employees, town council members, community leaders, students), with
technical consultancy from PRADEM. The methodology adopted guarantees
productive integration among team members, many of whom also belong to the
Municipal Forums.

As a result of this joint work, five Municipal Education Plans have already
been drafted (in Lagedo do Tabocal, Planaltino, Santa Inês, Itaquara, and Ubaíra),
that of Maracás has been revised, and that of Mutuípe is in the initial phase.

Social and economic indicators in the Jiquiriçá River Basin show extreme
situations from various angles, meriting urgent efforts to overcome the obstacles in
the path to sustainable development.

In 2002 the Consortium conducted a broad survey of regional
socioeconomic conditions, resulting in a Map of Regional Opportunities with a focus
on the political/institutional, social, and economic spheres. This survey oriented lines
of work in two areas in which the Jiquiriçá Basin appears to find its best vocation:
tourism and agribusiness.

The aim is to increase production, job and income, based on the region's
characteristics, with all its technical and financial limitations, but with the potential
to develop.

Economy2.6
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Partnership

The Project for Sectoral Development of the Jiquiriçá Region, drafted by
the Consortium, has two main thrusts: agribusiness with seven production chains,
and tourism. As partners, the Consortium and SEBRAE view the Forums as key
instruments for the consolidation of these projects and are concentrating on
guaranteeing the necessary financial backing for the two projects and consolidating
the process of Development with Local and Integrated Sustainability in the region.

Other partners are able to join SEBRAE in specific activities, like the
Ministry of Tourism, the Brazilian Tourism Company (Embratur), and the Oficial
Tourism Agency of Bahia State (Bahiatursa) in tourism and business groups in
agribusiness.

Agribusiness sectoral plan

The rural area of the Jiquiriçá Valley has a precarious type of agriculture
with little investment, while livestock is limited primarily to beef cattle, which employs
few workers and is poorly integrated into the processing chains for beef, dairy
products, and leather. As compared to the region's potential, local agribusiness is still
incipient.

In order to promote development of the agribusiness sector in the
Municipalities, the Consortium drafted a specific plan with the most economically
feasible proposals among various alternatives in the Jiquiriçá Basin. Seven priority
production chains were selected: fruits, vegetables, cassava, flowers, sugar cane,
honey, and milk and dairy products. Figure 5 in Appendix 2 shows how these
production chains are distributed in the Municipalities of the Jiquiriçá Basin.

In light of current production of fruits, tomatoes, and vegetables in the
Jiquiriçá Basin, fruit and vegetable farming are considered the most important
possibilities for development of the Basin, both for marketing raw produce and for
industrial processing by the food and beverage industry. Manioc was already
produced in nearly all of the Jiquiriçá Valley, and there is a proposal to begin
industrial processing of manioc flour and other by-products with high quality to
ensure their outlet on a national scale.

Floriculture has been developed in some Municipalities, with a Regional
Floriculturists' Association that is reasonably efficient in the Municipalities of
Mutuípe, Ubaíra and Brejões. A project is needed on a scale sufficient to guarantee
credit for small floriculturists. Maracás has been a good example of flowers
production with incentives provided by the Municipal government, through the
provision of seeds and seedlings, chemical and organic fertilizer, marketing and
technical assistance, and basic food baskets (for three months until the families are
able to market their produce).
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Sugar cane, although grown on a small scale in the Valley, deserves
support with adequate technical assistance, since it is related to an alternative
farming process not necessarily linked to sugar and alcohol, but to forage for
livestock and the production of rapadura (traditional Brazilian raw block sugar),
brown sugar, and aguardente or cane spirits.

The bee keeping projects are associated with recovery of the riparian
forest. Meanwhile, the production chain for milk and dairy products offers a good
investment opportunity, considering that current milk production, although lacking
major technological resources, already ranks well in the State of Bahia as a whole.

To invest in this project means to consolidate the development process
with local and integrated sustainability in the region, strengthen organization and
cooperation of local entrepreneurs in selected production chains, and increase the
marketing of produce with improved quality of life for local farmers.

Tourist sector plan

Tourism is one of the main economic callings of the Municipalities in the
Jiquiriçá Valley. The following are potential tourist highlights:

, in the Middle and Upper Jiquiriçá, rural tourism, ecotourism, adventure tourism
(trekking etc.), and events (the traditional June and July country festivals);

, in the Lower Jiquiriçá, the city of Valença, with a consolidated tourism industry
(Guaibim and Morro de São Paulo) and Jaguaripe, with nautical tourism (diving,
sailing etc.).

The plan developed by the Consortium aims to promote tourism in the
region's Municipalities. The basic idea is to further exploit the regional tourist
potential and increase the flow of visitors and extend their stay, generating increased
regional employment and income. It is thus necessary to increase and upgrade the
installed tourism infrastructure in the region, preparing it to respond to a growing
demand.

Action by the Consortium, integrated with activities by the local
population, Municipal Governments, and business, will encourage tourism in a
sustainable fashion, drawing in wider-ranging experiences through various
partnerships. Such action will be marked by the work of the Municipal Forums,
guaranteeing effective participation by local communities in planning and
implementation. This avoids a process of cultural distortion and ecosystem
degradation, which would result in a kind of conventional tourism aimed merely at
financial profit but with the loss of the natural resource base.

Coupled with the Tourism Sector Development Plan, a project is being
developed with tourist trails to the Jiquiriçá River Basin, seeking to adjust the
potentialities of each set of Municipalities with operational facilities for tourists to
come for visits and stay.
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Figure 6, Appendix 2 shows the location of the trails to waterfalls,
adventures, pilgrimages, dendê (red palm) groves, and the sertão (backlands) in the
Jiquiriçá Basin.

Communications2.7

The Consortium works with a range of relations. At the Municipal level,
this includes the Offices of the Mayors, City Councils, Governmental Agencies
providing public services, the Municipal Forums, and the regional coordinators. At
the State level, it relates to agencies in the State Administration and the State
Legislature. The Consortium also participates with Federal government agencies
working in areas related to its responsibilities in the Jiquiriçá Basin.

To meet the demands of its complex and diversified target public, the
Consortium has created a broad social communications system with indispensable
support from its partners. Through various instruments, the press advisory division
organizes and informs the communications activities in a constant exchange between
the Jiquiriçá Basin Municipalities and their communities and the State's
communications agencies.

Jiquiriçá Notícias: the newspaper

This newspaper is the most important communications medium used by
the Consortium. It is published biweekly with a circulation of 10,000, distributed free
of cost to all Municipalities in the Basin. The newspaper's main feature is
participatory information, by which contributions from the local population are
published, thus fulfilling its important role of fostering citizenship and collective
identity.

Jiquiriçá Notícias highlights the activities developed by the Municipal
Forums and regional coordinators, features local-interest news like the calendar of
Municipal festivals and cultural and political events, and contains information
pertaining to the meetings held by the Consortium and its partners and the projects
under way in the Consortium. It also publishes information on public interest topics
– river basins, sustainable development, environmental education, health, education,
and political and institutional issues – in simple language, accessible to the local
population.

Significant moments in the history of the Consortium were covered in
issues 1, 2, 3, and 4 of Jiquiriçá Notícias, issues 1, 2, and 3 of Jiquiriçá Especial, and
Calendário 2003 and Almanaque Jiquiriçá 2003.

Important material on the Consortium's work is also contained in the 25
folders published by the Municipalities in the Valley, with general information on the
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River Basin and specific information on each Municipality, highlighting its
potentialities.

The website

The Consortium website (www.consorcio.org.br) was created by an
important communications vehicle to publicize the Consortium's image and goals for
all interested parties. The website provides a broad range of information on the
member Municipalities in the Jiquiriçá Basin, with data on each project under way,
the partnerships, and the Municipal Forums. It also contains a digital version of all
the issues of Jiquiriçá Notícias.

The website has been extremely valuable for the government agencies and
other partners, but members of the Forums and the local communities in general
depend on Internet access. Since it was created, the site has experienced innovations
in its graphic format and content, seeking to become more informative and user-
friendly.
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Evaluation of the Practice3

The research methodology for this Case Study was based on an
understanding and analysis of various dimensions in the practice, as oriented by the
Terms of Reference5.

Strategic evaluation variables were adopted as recommended by the
Terms of Reference: Impacts (expected or unexpected), Partnerships, Sustainability
(environmental, institutional, economic/financial, social, and cultural), Community
Leadership and Empowerment, Gender, and Social Inclusion.

Evaluation using these variables provided the basis for the research work
in two stages:

, investigation on the processes of elaboration and implementation of projects
comprising the practice, adopting the following indicators: characterization and
design of the practice, sociocultural sustainability and local community
involvement in the practice, institutional sustainability, and financial sustainability;

, investigation into the impacts generated by the practice, allowing for the
verification of its effectiveness.

This investigation involved local field research from May 5 to 15, 2003, on
various levels:

, primary sources in Salvador through the Consortium's Executive Board and
Technical Coordinating Body, highlighting interviews with the professionals in
charge of the projects selected for the evaluation, as well as the institutional
partners involved in the implementation of these projects;

, in the Jiquiriçá Valley Municipalities, with Municipal Authorities, regional
coordinators, and members of the local Forums.

The field research concentrated on one town in each group of
Municipalities into which the region had been subdivided, chosen according to
criteria including economic or cultural representativeness, degree of activity in the
respective Forum, and the relationship between the respective Municipal

Case Study methodology3.1

5 BARATA, Tereza Cristina B. (Coord.). Terms of reference for elaboration of Case Studies. Caixa Best
Practices in Local Management. Rio de Janeiro: IBAM/CAIXA, 2000.
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322

236

260

30

4.632

55.884

13.422

77.509

Jaguaripe

Valença

SDI SDI (3)

RANKING IN STATERANKING IN STATE
EDI EDI (2)

RANKING IN STATERANKING IN STATE
URB. POP.URB. POP.

INHABITANTS INHABITANTS (1)

TOT. POP.TOT. POP.
INHABITANTS INHABITANTS (1)MUNICIPALITIESMUNICIPALITIES

JAGUARIPE / VALENÇA group – town visited: JaguaripeJAGUARIPE / VALENÇA group – town visited: Jaguaripe

JIQUIRIÇÁ / LAJE / MUTUÍPE / UBAIRA group – town visited: MutuípeJIQUIRIÇÁ / LAJE / MUTUÍPE / UBAIRA group – town visited: Mutuípe

119

35

28

294

221

134

108

177

4.588

5.118

8.984

8.010

13.638

19.601

20.462

20.595

Jiquiriçá

Laje

Mutuípe

Ubaíra

100

233

33

364

377

189

3.000

2.717

10.374

5.001

6.362

11.027

Cravolândia

Irajuba

Santa Inês

CRAVOLÂNDIA / IRAJUBA / SANTA INÊS group – town visited: Santa InêsCRAVOLÂNDIA / IRAJUBA / SANTA INÊS group – town visited: Santa Inês

111

49

148

330

220

193

44

366

4.165

9.871

35.103

1.921

7.861

13.585

46.621

4.102

Itaquara

Ituruçú

Jaguaquara

Lafaiete Coutinho

ITAQUARA / ITURUÇÚ / JAGUAQUARA / LAFAIETE COUTINHO group – town visited: JaguaquaraITAQUARA / ITURUÇÚ / JAGUAQUARA / LAFAIETE COUTINHO group – town visited: Jaguaquara

269

306

332

388

143

276

4.608

18.516

2.990

8.100

31.683

7.963

Lagedo do Tabocal

Maracás

Planaltino

LAGEDO DO TABOCAL / MARACÁS/ PLANALTINO group – town visited: MaracásLAGEDO DO TABOCAL / MARACÁS/ PLANALTINO group – town visited: Maracás

101

69

260

102

302

257

4.568

9.359

1.859

15.344

12.067

8.696

Brejões

Milagres

Santa Terezinha

BREJÕES / MILAGRES / SANTA TEREZINHA group – town visited: BrejõesBREJÕES / MILAGRES / SANTA TEREZINHA group – town visited: Brejões

Government and the Consortium. The following is a list of the groups of
Municipalities with their main socioeconomic characteristics, highlighting the town
visited in each group.

Population data are from the 2000 National Census of the Brazilian Institute
of Geography and Statistics (IBGE). The economic and social development indices (EDI
and SDI) estimated by Planning, Ciency and Tecnology Secretariat (SEPLANTEC) show
the diversity of situations in the Jiquiriçá Valley Municipalities, ranging from 30th place
out of a total of 417 Municipalities in the State of Bahia to some of the worst rankings,
thus illustrating the level of poverty and lack of urban infrastructure.
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(continuation)(continuation)

AMARGOSA / ELÍSIO MEDRADO / SÃO MIGUEL DAS MATAS group – town visited: São Miguel das MatasAMARGOSA / ELÍSIO MEDRADO / SÃO MIGUEL DAS MATAS group – town visited: São Miguel das Matas

16

262

97

93

243

370

20.884

2.514

2.772

31.108

7.860

10.020

Amargosa

Elísio Medrado

São Miguel das Matas

IAÇU / ITATIM / NOVA ITARANA group – town visited: ItatimIAÇU / ITATIM / NOVA ITARANA group – town visited: Itatim

102

227

36

211

341

335

21.636

8.700

2.497

28.501

12.700

6.592

Iaçú

Itatim

Nova Itarana

(1)Population, source: 2000 National Census.
(2)EDI – Economic Development Index, ranking in the State of Bahia out of a total of 417

Municipalities, source: SEPLANTEC 1996.
(3)SDI – Social Development Index, ranking in the State of Bahia, source: SEPLANTEC 1996.

In each town visited, interviews were conducted with authorities from the
Municipal Governments belonging to that group and meetings with the Municipal
Forums were realized through the methodology of focus group6. Photographs 13
through 18 in Appendix 3 illustrate these meetings.

The underlying element in the interviews and focus groups was always the
set of socioeconomic characteristics of the Municipalities, together with the
relationship to the explicit demands (or "wishes") during the establishment of the
Forums, as confirmed in each Forum's contract. The interviews covered various
aspects in the Municipalities' economic productivity, environmental, social, and
political problems, priority projects in the Municipalities, and the vision of the
Forums' activity. In addition to these aspects, the focus groups covered other issues,
such as actions scheduled by the Forums, evaluation of the Forums' activity, and
expectations concerning the Forums' work.

Participation in the field work included two experts from the IBAM staff
with Social Sciences backgrounds. All the activities were conducted as previously
scheduled by the Consortium, which provided the logistic structure.

The significant presence of Municipal Authorities in the interviews
(considering that they were conducted during working hours) and representatives
from the Municipal Forums in the focus groups attested to the high degree of
mobilization of the Consortium. The answers were sincere, objective, and coherent.
Suggestions during the interviews enriched the evaluation and, we believe, the work
of the Consortium itself.

6 Methods employed in order to collect data and informations and also for the analysis related to the
perceptions of different players enrolled in the process. This technique make use of open interviews made
according to pre-designed outlines, with the groups previous selected, oriented to the origin, nature and
profile of the group actuation.

SDI SDI (3)

RANKING IN STATERANKING IN STATE
EDI EDI (2)

RANKING IN STATERANKING IN STATE
URB. POP.URB. POP.

INHABITANTS INHABITANTS (1)

TOT. POP.TOT. POP.
INHABITANTS INHABITANTS (1)

MUNICIPALITIESMUNICIPALITIES
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Impacts3.2

The data presented in the previous chapter indicate that the practice
currently under evaluation involves a wide-ranging and highly complex process of
participatory management with numerous variables and various levels of activity. The
solution to problems identified in the Jiquiriçá Basin and the scope of the scheduled
goals will evidently demand time and enormous collective effort by the various
stakeholders in the practice – technical staff, partners, Mayors, Municipal
Administrations, Forum members, and local communities.

The Award from CAIXA identifying the Jiquiriçá Consortium as one of the
ten Best Practices in 2001 and its international recognition7 already constitute
important incentives for all those devoted to achieving its objectives.

The impacts at the social, economic and environmental levels are under
way to be produced since the concrete actions have been implemented in the 25
Municipalities included in the Consortium, although these impacts have not been
measured yet. It is important to be mentioned that the quantitative data, which make
evident  the improvement of the quality of life from this population, were not
available for this analysis.  In this sense, the improvement of the documentation
system of the executed actions in the Municipalities become necessary. This system
would aggregate informations related to the origin and to the destiny of the
resources sources, follow the evolution of the environmental and socioeconomic
indicators and to propose actions which aims to reach the sustainable development
of those communities.

In order to evaluate the results, we have taken a cross-sectional approach
focusing on the period during which the field work was conducted (May 5-15, 2003)
as the framework for analysis of the projects and actions already carried out or under
way at that time, in addition to the potential for subsequent projects.

The interviews confirmed the regional coordinators' firm commitment to
their activities. Their collaboration in the field work by the evaluation team, together
with the support provided by the Executive Board of the Consortium, ensured the
success achieved in this stage of the Case Study.

The results of the various interviews were crucial for evaluation of the
practice based on the strategic variables.

7 The Project was classified as one of the 100 Best Practices among the 544 projects from various countries
competing for the Dubai Award in 2002.
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Water users' and development forums

Beginning when the Municipal Forums were created, the Consortium saw
its organizational base grow and consolidate in the Municipalities. As the members
began to act, the power for transformation became evident in the Consortium's work.

Implementation phase

The results of the work by the Forums began to materialize in the
implementation phase, when the Forum members were sworn in and assumed their
formal commitment, reporting on their new responsibilities. The methodology adopted
by the Consortium was confirmed, using psychosocial work in this stage and achieving
the expected results to the extent that it awakened Forum members for participation
and provided them with the satisfying opportunity to expound their problems and seek
joint solutions, thereby becoming agents for change. The manifestation of their own
knowledge also enriched the contributions to the seminar, thus complementing the
technical knowledge.

Since this stage the Forum members have demonstrated positive results in
their work, as follows:

, awareness-raising concerning their goals,

, prioritization of actions, and

, training for collective work.

As for representation of the population from the various Municipalities in
the Forums, the selection criteria proved to be valid, guaranteeing their social and
spatial representativeness. The photographs of Forum members attending both the
seminar in Maracás and the focus groups (photographs 1 through 18 in Appendix 3)
show the age, gender, and social class differences. Sitting next to the school principal
is a farmer; next to the secretary from the Municipal Government is a student; next to
the City Councilman is a housewife.

However, some Forums reported that several of their initial members
dropped out, leading to an interruption in the activities, which were only recently
resumed. Some questions thus arise:

, What led to this interruption in the initial months of activity by these Forums?

, Although the selection criteria for Forum members appeared solid, did they fail to
meet the expectations?

Various answers were recorded:

, "Local culture is relevant. When people are invited to participate, they accept because
they think they're going to receive some form of compensation. When they realize
that it's all work and responsibility, they drop out." (Santa Inês Forum)
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, "People from the countryside are basically laid back." (Jaguaripe Forum)

, "Democracy is not the rule in this Municipality. Some people dropped out of the
Forum and dragged others along with them." (Brejões Forum)

, "Paternalistic projects by the government have created a culture of accommodation,
thus hindering mobilization for participation." (Mutuípe Forum)

, "Raising community awareness to participate in a process of change that does not
bring them any immediate return is really difficult." (Ubaíra Forum)

, "The Consortium's most important role is to draw people together, and in Bahia it's
every man for himself, and there's no participatory culture." (Jaguaquara Forum)

, "Some people felt insecure when they realized the size of the job ahead."
(Consortium staff member)

, "When several regional coordinators were replaced, the work was interrupted, and
some members got discouraged." (Consortium staff member).

One fact that the Consortium will always have to live with, is the exodus of
youth from Municipalities in the Jiquiriçá Basin to the large cities in search of better
opportunities for schooling and work. A constant demand by all the Forums was for
university and vocational courses in the local Municipalities, in addition to programs
for tourism and agribusiness. During the Mutuípe focus group there was a touching
farewell when a young woman announced that she was leaving the Jiquiriçá Forum to
move to the State capital of Salvador to attend the university.

The turnover in Forum membership has been solved internally: members
themselves suggest a new name, and after the group approves, the person is issued
an invitation. This expands the responsibility of the Forum members by ensuring
respect for social representativeness.

The new regional coordinators, even those who had only been working for
a month before the field work began, demonstrated total dedication to the struggle to
reactivate the Forums that were in this situation.

Action by Municipal Forums and Regional Coordinators

We were able to observe the results of the psychosocial work conducted
during implementation of Forums in terms of its efficacy and power to integrate.
Reports during the focus groups showed the work's positive impact and the need to
resume it, especially in the Forums that had experienced interruptions. In addition to
requesting new opportunities to apply the psychosocial work, there was also a
demand to extend it to teachers, students, and teenagers in the communities.

All the focus groups confirmed the agglutinating and multiplying effect of
the work done by the regional coordinators during this phase of consolidation of the
Municipal Forums, with serious consequences during their interruption. Turnover in
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regional coordinators, whether due to the new division of groups (increasing from 6
to 8) or the dismissal of some, always resulted in discontinuity in the Forum's work.

The Forums that were best organized and ready for action were those that
had kept the same coordinators since the beginning of their activities (the Forums of
Jaguaripe and Valença group and the Forums of Jiquiriçá, Laje, Mutuípe e Ubaíra
group). In this case, the following question has to be taken into consideration: what
about the huge initial investment in the first coordinators? The response given by the
Consortium team was, "It was worth it as a training process for those who stayed on,
and enriched the experience for the technical team". However, the replacement of
the majority in the first year of activity by the Forums was identified as a flaw in the
selection and training methodology for the initial group of regional coordinators.

The Consortium team believes that this issue was solved in the short term,
since its administrative structure is agile, allowing for the hiring of new coordinators
within a few weeks after the old ones had left. As discussed in the previous chapter,
rigorous selection criteria were also adopted for the new coordinators, with the
support of local universities. Specific training is also being conducted, emphasizing
the psychosocial work.

During the field work, the rapport between coordinators and participants
in the Forums was considered good, thus highlighting the positive fact that no
dependency was created. The new regional coordinator for Maracás, Lagedo do
Tabocal, and Planaltino emphasized how receptive the Forums had been to her: "The
Forum members opened the doors to me. I found a great concern for participating
and struggling for change through the Forums".

At the time of the field work, all the Forums already had their respective
coordinators working, with differential results based on individual profiles, the time
they had been involved in the Consortium, and the degree of structural organization
in each Forum. It is important to recall that the majority of the Forums had only been
operating for two months at the time of the field work.

All the Forums confirmed that they had been meeting weekly with their
coordinators, thus reaffirming the high degree of involvement by Forum members in
the Consortium's activities and their willingness to engage in participatory action.
The vehicle provided by the Consortium to each coordinator allows their mobility in
the region, sometimes including contacts in two or three towns on the same day,
which is only possible because the Jiquiriçá Basin is well-served with roads, not all of
which are in excellent condition, but which are at least drivable.

The field work showed the good rapport among the Forums from the same
group of Municipalities under the same regional coordinator. Several partnerships
have developed around common problems and joint actions.

The field evaluation also identified examples of positive participation by
members of Forums in other Municipal initiatives, thereby facilitating community
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mobilization for the Consortium's work: in the Mutuípe Forum this included the Social
Center for the Elderly; in the Santa Inês Forum, the Citizens' Action, Gateway to a
New Day, and Community Vegetable Garden projects; and in the Brejões Forum, the
Mission Group for Social Action.

Headquarters of municipal forums

The Forums in Amargosa, Brejões, Cravolândia, Iaçú, Irajuba, Itatim,
Itaquara, Lafaiete Coutinho, Lagedo do Tabocal, Lage, Maracás, Mutuípe, Nova
Itarana, Santa Inês, Santa Terezinha, and Ubaíra have their meetings in own
headquarters or in temporary installations provided by the respective Municipal
Governments. Some of these headquarters are full-scale houses, allowing the
Forums to develop a variety of activities simultaneously, as in Itaquara, shown in
Photograph 19, Appendix 3. Others are alternative areas ceded by the Municipal
Government, serving as meeting places.

The other Forums still lack their own headquarters, operating in
improvised installations, and they see this as a shortcoming for their work. 

The focus groups met in these facilities used as headquarters by the
Forums – in some cases a nice house, in other cases a room in the City Hall, or even
in rooms provided by the City Council. This first year of activity by the Forums was
still a consolidation phase with few activities under way, so apparently even these
small installations are still satisfactory.

However, for a Forum's self-image, having its own headquarters is
important. As the work develops, when new lines of activities are launched, a
headquarters will be indispensable. The Forums have been negotiating with the
Municipal Governments in this direction.

Training forum members

The Consortium has invested in training Forum members through some
courses and seminars supplied according to the demands by the different Forums. In
addition to courses in environmental education, meetings have been held with
Consortium staff working in the social, health, and psychosocial areas, preparing the
members for more complete and consistent action.

Exchange and empowerment seminar in Maracás

Several participants remarked that the Maracás Seminar was a
demonstration of competence and mobilization. Yet the feeling was that it had been
more than that. The meeting illustrated the involvement of Forum members in the
Consortium's proposals to which they had committed themselves. The Forum
members took great pride in parading their t-shirts (all with the same pattern, but
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with different colors to identify the respective Forums). The Seminar also marked the
commitment by the participating Mayors and partners to the Consortium team
members, in a highly significant moment of fellowship.

Everyone was moved by this first meeting of the Forums, celebrating the
first anniversary of the Maracás Forum and ten years of work by the Consortium.

During the field work, all the Forums referred to the importance of the
Maracás Seminar for the continuity of their work, the opportunity to present their
work to more than 600 people, speaking about their own Municipalities, their
struggle, their projects. The exchange was also important as an opportunity to speak
with other Forums and analyze experiences in the construction process to which they
are all committed. There was constant reference to the need for more meetings of
this type, organized by the Consortium.

The Maracás Seminar was a major stimulus for the development of
programmed actions, especially for the Forums that had suffered interruptions and
that were resuming their activities. After this seminar, the Forums grew in number
and performance. In Maracás the Forum membership increased from 32 to 39.

In light of the results of participation by each Forum at Maracás, the
regional coordinators proved ready for the task to support their Forums. During the
presentations, the "take-home messages" from the various Forums showed points in
common and specificities, transmitted in different types of language, complementing
each other while succeeding in preserving each group's unique character.

The Forum flags highlighted the messages on the importance of unity:

"We're going to need everyone

One plus one is always more than two

To build a new life

We're going to need a lot of love" (Valença Forum)

"Unity and Strength" (Jaguaquara Forum)

"Just a few people

In a few places

Doing a few things

Can change the world" (Jaguaripe Forum)

"Unity in the Quest for Sustainable Development" (Brejões Forum)

The event got good press coverage. In May, the newspaper Café com Leite
[Café au Lait] from Jequié reported on the symbolic embrace of the Jiquiriçá
headwaters: "Everyone in attendance expressed their feelings by embracing the River
and promising to take better care of it, because they are aware that for too many
years the River has been castigated by man".
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Relationship between the Forums and the Municipal Governments

In issue 3 of Jiquiriçá Notícias, referring to the relationship between the
Forums and the Municipal Administrations, the Mayor of Itaquara, Astor Moura de
Araujo, then-president of the Consortium, stated: "I believe deeply in the Forums'
results as a meeting place for ideas, where the population interacts with the
Administration and places greater demands on the Mayor. This greatly facilitates the
work of the both the Consortium and the Municipal Administrations."

This statement comes from a Mayor who agrees with the Consortium's
ideas, fully supporting its initiatives. However, the reality is not the same in all the
Municipal Administrations. It is believed that the Forums, as a physical presence of
the Consortium in the Municipalities, based on evidence of the results of their
actions, will increasingly respond for the Consortium's technical and political
credibility, guaranteeing full participation by the Municipal Administrations in the
work under way.

In the debates listed in the focus groups, the issue of the relationship
between the Consortium, Forums, and Municipal Administrations came up numerous
times, especially for the Forums in Municipalities where involvement by the Municipal
Administrations in the Consortium is limited. A huge difference was seen in the
Forums with backing from the Office of the Mayor, with which they even develop joint
actions, as compared to Municipalities whose Mayors do not acknowledge the
Consortium's work. Members of the latter Forums complain of lack of support, a
major hindrance to their action.

The following are some reports on this situation:

STATEMENTS

Jaguaquara Forum: "difficult dialogue with the Office of the Mayor:
terrible relationship, with some Forum members who work in the
Municipal Administration under pressure not to participate in the
Forum"; "there is still hope, but it depends on us"; "the Consortium is
a light at the end of the tunnel"; "we have to get used to walking on
our own feet"; "if necessary, the Forum has to work independently of
the Office of the Mayor".

Jaguaripe Forum: "we aren't going to wait for the solution to our
town's problems to come only from the Office of the Mayor"; "let's
stop demanding from the Mayor and act".

Santa Inês Forum: "Forums: making integration possible between
different social sectors and different Municipalities".

Itatim Municipality: "the expectation, the force, is not in the
politicians, it's in us". "At first the Consortium's work sparked
mistrust"; [people would say] "Careful, it might be one more project
to hoodwink us!". The Office of the Mayor now acknowledges that "the
Consortium's work is very important for the Municipality."
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Impact of the forums' activity on their members

Asked about the impacts of the Forums' activity, their members gave
answers indicating a high degree of involvement, commitment, and pride in
belonging to the group.

STATEMENTS

Jaguaripe Forum: "when the Consortium arrived it moved the
population, drawing people together to tackle common problems";
"the Forum itself is a victory"; "mobilization behind common
objectives, we used to be complacent, and now with the Forum we're
going to act".

Mutuípe Forum: "in 1996, the Jiquiriçá Valley Rural Workers' Union
was already discussing the environmental issue, and the Consortium
retrieved an idea from that time, institutionalized the Forums; the
Forum brought us a new life"; "it's crucial for the community to say
what to do and how to do it to improve the Jiquiriçá Basin"; "it's
everyone's responsibility, not just that of Government, and the
Consortium should reflect on this"; "Consortium: inner change in each
of us, meeting our duties in order to submit demands afterwards";
"Forum, awakening the population: building citizenship, participation,
and integration between man and the environment".

Itatim Forum: "The Consortium has a lot to offer us. The Consortium
takes great interest in our activities, and this encourages us."

Jaguaquara Forum: "Jaguaquara used to known for its floriculture,
and now it's known for deforestation"; "nothing gets done in
Jaguaquara, the people's mindset has to change, raising awareness
about what's happening to our rivers, our land"; "let's think about our
grandchildren's future".

Brejões Forum: "The Forum leads to social growth, the importance of
each person being a protagonist in the process".

Expectations by forum members

Asked about their expectations, the answers by the Forums members
demonstrated the determination to make things happen.
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STATEMENTS

Mutuípe Forum: "may the dreams raised by the Forums become
reality"; "may the knowledge become wishes, and the wishes become
tasks"; "may people not shirk the struggle in the Forum, where unity
is strength, participation by all members of the Forum is important".

Santa Inês Forum: "may all the wishes come true"; "may the tasks not
just be listed on paper".

Brejões Forum: "may the priorities identified the day the Forum was
launched be materialized"; "may the population embrace this work".

Itatim Forum: "greater participation by the community"; "it is time to
put all the Forum's demands and priorities in practice"; "march
towards development, especially in the educational and economic
areas".

Results observed in forum members

The above analysis allows one to consider the positive evaluation
presented by the Consortium's technical team in the Activities Report8 in relation to
the Forum members:

, internal changes, with a significant increase in self-perception and the surfacing
of previously dormant personal values, resulting in the recovery of self-esteem;

, a strong feeling of group belonging, with recognition of individual and collective
limitations, but a tendency to counterbalance them with potentialities;

, a consistent increase in the level of information and critical analysis concerning
the reality of the region and communities in environmental, social, economic,
political, and cultural aspects, with the identification of priorities in each
Municipality and greater disposition for action;

, strengthening inter-subjective relations and respects for individual and collective
projects, with awareness of their interdependence;

, increasing commitment to self autonomy and shared management of collective
problems; and

, capacity for mobilization of communities for the Forums' work, committing them to
the Consortium's objectives.

8 CONSÓRCIO INTERMUNICIPAL DO JIQUIRIÇÁ [Jiquiriçá Inter-Municipal Consortium]. Relatório 2002 [2002
Annual Report]. Salvador, 2003.
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Communications and events

The newspaper

The newspaper Jiquiriçá Notícias has served as a vehicle with wide
visibility around the Valley, with each new issue sparking greater interest. According
to opinions in all the focus groups, "People are always anxious for the newspaper to
come, and there are never enough copies to go around".

The news about each Municipality and the publicity on the Forums' work
facilitate integration and awaken competitiveness. "The newspaper has opened
another channel for mobilization, drawing the communities to the Consortium", stated
several coordinators.

The News and Suggestion Boxes installed in each Forum have sparked
great interest. Local residents deposit their opinions and suggestions about the
Consortium's work, together with contributions to the newspaper and messages for
friends. The boxes also help expand the newspaper's readership.

The special issues have reached their objectives, each with its own special
focus:

, on the "St. John's Festivals" (traditional Brazilian rural folk festivals in June and
July), including reports on how these festivals were celebrated in each of the 25
Municipalities in the Valley, featuring interviews with various Mayors on the
festival's importance for the Municipality and the Valley as a whole;

, on the Award for Best Practices in Local Management, a reason for pride among
everyone involved in the Consortium, due to the recognition for its work; the
newspaper helped publicize the rules in the contest, comparing the Consortium's
work with that of other award-winners; and

, on the Municipal Forums, with news on each of the Forums, the history of the
respective towns, their potentialities and problems, and the actions proposed by
the Forums.

The website

Lack of telecommunications efficiency in rural areas of Bahia hampers
local residents' access to the Internet, thus explaining why in the Jiquiriçá Valley
Municipalities the Consortium's website is only used by Municipal Government staff,
who have the best computer equipment and direct telephone lines.

Fairs

The Consortium has encouraged and provided extensive support to local
fairs as a way of expressing grassroots culture, publicizing community work and
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generating income. Every first Sunday of the month the Itaquara Forum, in
partnership with local crafts people and the Municipal Government, organizes the
Municipal fair, with an exhibit and sales of local crafts, music, and local food.

The Santa Inês Forum, which already participates in the Municipal Crafts
Fair, plans to organize the Jiquiriçá Valley Cultural Fair to publicize the Valley's
culture and handicrafts.

EXPO-DLIS

In November 2002, 30 representatives from the Consortium participated
in EXPO Brazil Local Development, featured in Jiquiriçá Notícias. This exhibit in
Brasília included nongovernmental organizations, community agents, students, and
institutions supporting sustainable development and was the first meeting of the
Network for Development with Local Integrated Sustainability (the DLIS Network).
SEBRAE and Federal Savings Bank were the main networks of the EXPO-DLIS Fair.

The Fair provided a national stage for presenting the results of the
Consortium's work and exchanging experiences among those seeking to improve
quality of life for the low-income Brazilian population. The Consortium's stand
received throngs of visitors to its display of handicrafts from Itatim, basketwork from
Laje, liquors from Itaquara, cookies and cakes from Mutuípe, honey from Lagedo do
Tabocal, and other typical products from the Jiquiriçá Valley, along with photographs
and information on the Consortium's work.

Forum members who participated in EXPO-DLIS learned a great deal
through their contact with others working voluntarily on social and environmental
issues in various parts of Brazil.

General observations

The field team took advantage of all possible opportunities to make other
contacts with the people in the towns they visited, in order to gain more knowledge
about the region and a more in-depth evaluation of the receptiveness towards the
Consortium's work. Often the people contacted in the streets, selected in an aleatory
way, by the field evaluation team lacked information on the Consortium's work in
that Municipality, had no contact with the Forum representatives, and had still not
received the Consortium's newspaper.

Although the Forums only began operating recently, the illiteracy rate is
high in the Valley, and the team noticed the need to utilize other communications
media to publicize the Forums' work in order to ensure greater visibility among the
local communities. Therefore, the Consortium, through its technical staff and
regional coordinators, has maintained ongoing contact with local radio stations and
local newspapers.
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Other projects

To evaluate the results of projects, several impact and results indicators
were used:

, compatibility among the concepts and principles of sustainability in the practice;

, adequacy of the methodology vis-à-vis the practice's guidelines;

, the degree to which demands have been met, as identified in the Jiquiriçá Valley
survey and defined by the Forums;

, investment in professional training and technology;

, encouragement for organization in associations in the production and marketing
of produce.

The following are the main projects under way or with prospects to begin
in the short term. The Consortium has done a good job of creating thematic lines:
grouping projects by theme has allowed for the integration of proposed projects with
the technical team in charge of each group or thematic line, thus facilitating the
identification of funding sources, possibilities for taking full advantage of human
resources, and integration with local communities.

Basic sanitation

As a high-priority project for the Consortium, urban sewage systems in the
Valley's Municipalities have been implemented by stages, prioritizing the cities that
dump raw sewage into the most polluted waterways. A major task for the Forums has
been to raise environmental awareness an to demonstrate the consequences for the
town and the region of waterways totally contaminated by urban sewage and
agricultural and industrial pollution. The Forums attending the focus group in Mutuípe
referred to the Consortium's proposal to obtain more affordable or "social" rates for
sewage services from the Bahia State Water and Sewage utility Company (EMBASA).

Solid waste management

The Forums will participate actively in drafting the Solid Waste
Management Plan. While negotiations are under way to raise funds to begin the
work, some actions that are an integral part of the Plan are already under way, such
as awareness-raising on the consequences of improper solid waste disposal and the
advantages of selective waste collection, among others.

Some Forums have already begun working with selective waste collection,
notably Itatim and Iaçú, working in partnership. In Itatim, based on the Forum's
social mobilization on this issue, the Dois de Julho Neighborhood Association is
already selling non-organic solid waste (paper, plastic, and cans) to raise funds.
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The Consortium has been holding technical discussions with CONDER on
alternative landfill solutions, including a composting plant and recycling facilities,
thus allowing for the reuse of solid waste at a lower implementation cost. The Forums
have a fundamental role in mobilizing the communities for an understanding of the
new systems and opportunities arising in the work market.

The implementation of landfills in Jaguaquara and the initial installation
of shared landfills in Jiquiriçá/Ubaíra and Valença/Jaguaripe are important advances
in the Consortium's work to meet its responsibilities and Municipal demands and
ensure the Valley's environmental preservation.

Social-Interest Subsidized Housing Program (PSH)

The focus groups referred unanimously to the demand by local
communities for financing from the Social-Interest Subsidized Housing Program
(PSH). In the meeting with the Jaguaripe Forum, a discussion even began with the
Secretary of the Environment (also a Forum member), who needed several arguments
to justify why his Municipality had not signed up for the first stage of the program,
viewed as a key opportunity to improve local housing conditions.

The reasons cited by the authorities when asked about adherence to the
program always related to the difficulty experienced by Municipal Governments and
the local population to meet the formal requirements. The São Miguel das Matas
Municipality referred to the requirement of using land belonging to the Municipality
with sites and services already installed. They requested that the Consortium
intercede with CAIXA to help reformulate the program's inclusion criteria.

Municipal education plans

The methodology used to draft these plans, particularly creating Problem
Trees and Solution Trees, facilitates the understanding of the planning process, with
full participation by all team members, based on each individual's views.
Photographs 20 through 22, Appendix 2, illustrate the dynamics, showing the local
teams setting up Problem and Solution Trees on murals, experiencing the problems
and discovering solutions.

In Ubaíra, where the plan was already officially announced and written up
as a Municipal law, members of the local team made an active effort with the Town
Council in defense of the plan, demonstrating the strong link with the final product
and the determination to see it materialized.

At the Forum headquarters in Santa Inês there is a huge banner on the
plan: "Quality Education through Partnerships: Join Us."
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Agribusiness Plan

The interviews with Municipal authorities showed a huge regional demand
for more dynamic agricultural activity, better adapted to current farming and
marketing standards. This proposal is in keeping with the Consortium's agribusiness
program, which encourages production and marketing through associations.

Statements by various Forums in the focus groups illustrate the farming
situation in the Jiquiriçá Basin Municipalities. They highlighted the perspective of the
Forums being highly active in this sector with the establishment of a partnership with
SEBRAE for the Agribusiness Plan.

According to a participant in the Jaguaquara focus group, "Jaguaquara
lost ground to other Municipalities of the Northeast that have modernized, since the
Municipality failed to invest in technology or training"; "Jaguaquara used to be the top
fruit and vegetable market in the State of Bahia, but today the local farmers don't even
have stalls in the Farmer's Market [CEASA9], which sells produce brought in from other
Municipalities".

Partnerships3.3

Note that the Consortium partners are deeply involved in the issue of
water resources, participatory management, and sustainable development, the basic
principles for sustaining the practice.

The following is a list of partner institutions and their roles and
performance:

Federal Savings Bank 

CAIXA is an important partner of the Consortium, working for local,
sustainable development in the region, in technical cooperation with the United
Nations Development Program (UNDP) in the area of water resources and
socioeconomic development.

In the Jiquiriçá Basin, CAIXA finances:

, construction of sewage systems;

, implementation of sanitary landfills; and

, low-cost housing through the PSH.

9 Central of food supply.
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In addition to these direct actions, CAIXA is a key partner providing
credibility to the Consortium, supporting its fundraising from other sources, and
intermediating with Federal and State government agencies. CAIXA also makes
available its technical staff and financial resources from the UNDP to pay consultants
to the Consortium.

In an interview in the city of Salvador for this Case Study, CAIXA analysts
Regina Coeli Souza Dias and Francisco Liguori offered a positive evaluation of the
Consortium's work, highlighting the first results of the Forums actions, with good
social and community mobilization for development of the River Basin. Continuing
with the financing it has already provided, CAIXA committed itself to release funds to
conclude the sanitation services.

Brazilian Service to Support Micro and Small Enterprises (SEBRAE)

SEBRAE is a technical institution focused on small-scale business
development. The Consortium's partnership with SEBRAE fits well into the institution's
current goals, namely: linkage of support networks for micro and small businesses;
dissemination of successful experiences; promotion and dissemination of a culture of
cooperation; and efforts at differential fiscal treatment and de-bureaucratization.

In an interview for the Case Study, SEBRAE staff members Adriana Moura
and Dilton Machado stated the current partnership involves not only financial
support, but also participation in project follow-up and evaluation. Currently
advising the Municipal Forums, it trains Forum members for the groups to operate
autonomously. "The Forums are crucial for the Valley, since it is the community itself
that sets the priorities, and the process thus becomes more transparent and
democratic." (Paulo Manso Cabral, Technical Director of SEBRAE-Bahia, in Jiquiriçá
Notícias, n. 4).

The SEBRAE staff members confirmed the institution's presence in the
Jiquiriçá Valley Municipalities in other projects as well, thus fostering its
agglutinating role.

As for prospects for continuity in the partnership for tourism and
agribusiness, Paulo Manso states, "We believe in this project, since there is an element
that unites 25 Municipalities and justifies this identity process, which is the Jiquiriçá
River and the need to preserve the River Basin to ensure sustainability and living
conditions for future generations. In addition, the Valley has great potential for
agribusiness, tourism, and handicrafts; a territory with natural beauty and exuberant
cultural wealth, but living side-by-side with poverty, with part of the population
marginalized from mainstream society. The partnership between SEBRAE and the
Consortium is part of the institution's strategy to move from direct implementation of
actions to linkage with solid organizations, committed to development, as in the case
of the Jiquiriçá Consortium."
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Partnerships with federal agencies

The Ministry of the Environment ensures the Consortium ongoing technical
support in elaborating projects. It has also released financial resources through
various Secretariats in the Government of the State of Bahia.

The National Waters Agency (ANA), the official national agency for water
resources management, has mobilized to implement the projects submitted to it and
has also supported and publicized the principles defended by the Consortium.

Partnerships with the Bahia State Government

The Bahia State Government, through its Secretariats for the Environment,
Urban Development, Planning, and Science and Technology, in addition to providing
technical and financial support, has also participated in the Consortium's activities
through political linkage. Notably, several agencies in the current State
Administration have prioritized the Jiquiriçá Consortium, which they consider the
best organized water resources management group in the State.

An advisor to the office of the president of SRH, engineer Aldo Andrade,
in an interview for this Case Study, confirmed that agency's dedication to resolving
negotiations with the World Bank, the financial agent for the projects under an
agreement with the Consortium, as expediently as possible.

The president of CONDER, engineer Mário Gordilho, demonstrated great
interest in continuing the work already begun in the area of basic sanitation and
solid waste disposal and was highly receptive to the new technical proposals
submitted by the Consortium.

Other initiatives with the recently created Secretariat for the Environment
and Water Resources (like the Project for the Recovery of Riparian Forests,
management of the Guaibim Environmental Protection Area, and Environmental
Education projects) have presented good results and point to further spin-offs in the
short term.

Other partnerships

The French NGO Office International de L'eau has played an important
role in technical orientation for drafting plans and projects, the discussion of a basic
methodology for the Consortium, and assembling the Participatory Information
System.

The Brazilian Association for Sanitary Engineering (ABES) has made a
valuable contribution to the organization of training courses for environmental
multipliers.
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Future partnerships

This year the Consortium is developing closer ties with the Public
University of Navarra, Spain. The partnership began in 1997, when students from
that University came to Brazil to learn about the Consortium's work.

Affiliated with that University, the Office for Transfer of Research
Results (OTRI) is a Spanish organization that fosters relations between University
researchers and companies and organizations, stimulating a technical and scientific
supply to productive sectors.

Contacts have continued between the University of Navarra and the
Consortium, through the ORTI, aimed at a partnership for agribusiness projects.

The communities as partners

The Consortium will have reached its objectives when the communities in
the 25 Jiquiriçá Valley Municipalities have become partners in the actions for
environmental preservation and the construction of a new model for occupation of
the area, in which the entire population has the right to decent quality of life.

Sustainability3.4

For evaluation purposes, sustainability as a strategic variable was
analyzed in its various dimensions: environmental, institutional, financial/economic,
social, and cultural.

Environmental sustainability

Environmental sustainability is the Consortium's working premise, since
the focus of its work is the promotion of activities leading to the sustainable
development of the Jiquiriçá River Basin through participatory action.

The Forums, which comprise the foundations for the Consortium's action,
having been working steadily on environmental problems in their Municipalities,
aimed at improving social and environmental standards in the entire Basin. These
also include problems related to public health and safety/security (early pregnancy,
drug abuse, sexual abuse, child prostitution, violence etc.) occurring in all
Municipalities in the region.

In many situations the factor cited as having aggravated these problems is
the current supply of support services for tourist activities, which has often been
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disorganized, without adhering to integrated planning, thus reinforcing the
Consortium's proposal to implement a Tourist Sector Plan focusing on eco-tourism.

The cause identified as having aggravated public health and
safety/security problems is the growing supply of services along some highways.
Commercial and service areas have appeared at the crossroads between State
highways serving the urban grid in the Basin and major Federal highways (BR 101
and BR 116) with a national reach, including the so-called Lage and Jaguaquara
Intersections. These new districts are already undergoing faster population growth
and financial turnover than the Municipal seat, spreading new behavior standards in
the region.

Jaguaripe Forum: concern over the destruction of mangroves, resulting in
the short-term reduction of shellfish, a source of survival for a major portion of the
local population; concern over predatory fishing in the local rivers, using dynamite;
"to seek income alternatives is the solution for environmental preservation. This is the
only way to eliminate predatory fishing."; "several people have even lost limbs from
accidents using dynamite to kill fish"; "local fishermen have even exchanged gunfire
with firemen" "up to 60 sticks of dynamite a day have been blown up in the river [to
kill fish]"; "the need for awareness-raising concerning the importance of environmental
preservation and the consequences of using dynamite for fishing"; "everyone's behind
the push to save the mangrove".

Mutuípe and Jiquiriçá Forums: "prioritize the use of water resources" "the
population cuts down the riparian forest and draws water from the springs and
headwaters for irrigation, thus reducing the flow of water"; "the Consortium,
awakening to reality, each person's awareness, highlights the role of the rivers, the
forests, the commitment to nature, and the Forum reconfirms this commitment".

Ubaíra Forum: concern with quality of life, with the understanding that
preservation means development; concern over garbage strewn around the Valley;
concern over predatory fishing using tick pesticides, rat poison, and weed killers ("this
contaminated fish is both eaten [by fisher families] and sold at the market"); "nostalgia
for the time when the rivers were used for recreation, while today they're completely
polluted".

Santa Inês Forum: concern over deforestation of riparian forests, disbelief
in the efficacy of IBAMA; priority for prevention of drug abuse.

Jaguaquara Forum: "riparian forest now practically nonexistent"; "in
Jaguaquara it used to be safe, we could stay out on the street until late, but now fear,
violence, and drugs prevail".

Maracás Forum: "The Consortium should intervene more with inspection";
"awakening a commitment to the environment, especially the water issue, a priority for
preserving the springs and headwaters of the Jiquiriçá River"; importance of
awareness-raising work on sexuality by the Consortium in 2002, at the Forum's
request.
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Brejões Forum: concern over damming of rivers, preventing fish from
spawning; concern over environmental devastation; priority for reforesting the
headwaters of rivers and streams in Brejões; "the Municipal Government doesn't have
any project related to the recovery and preservation of the environment"; "lack of
community awareness concerning the environment".

São Miguel das Matas Forum: concern over deforestation and raw sewage
dumped directly into the rivers; "The Municipal Government has no project for either
reforestation, cleaning up the rivers, or basic sanitation"; "need to develop
environmental awareness actions"; "Our Achilles heal is the environment"; progress by
the São Miguel das Matas Forum: implementation of an awareness-raising project on
the importance of solid waste recycling, with periodic meetings in various segments
of society focusing on the environmental issue.

Itatim Forum: Itatim belongs to the group of Jiquiriçá Basin Municipalities
located in the semi-arid region, under the influence of the Diamantina Plateau, with
unusual geological formations; "the main hillsides in the town are being destroyed by
improper quarrying"; "the town has no sewage system, and the households all dump
their sewage into rainstorm ditches, which flow into the town's lagoon, now completely
dry this time of year (May), causing a terrible stench which invades the town"; "A major
share of the population believes that the lagoon should be landfilled and subdivided";
Forum members participating in the pro-Lagoon movement ask: "Why not recover
and revitalize the lagoon? Why eliminate it? There is no environmental preservation
project in the Municipality."

Institutional sustainability

The organizational structure established under the bylaws of the Jiquiriçá
Consortium, distinguishing between responsibilities at the decision-making,
strategic, management, and operational levels, has guaranteed the practice's
institutional sustainability. As for the institutional framework at the strategic level, it
is up to the Executive Board and Technical Coordinating Body to define the size of its
office, adapting its permanent technical staff and expert consultants, expanding or
simplifying it according to the needs at any given moment.

Astor Moura de Araújo, in the previously cited interview, referred to the
Consortium's institutional balance as follows: "The Consortium's work has expanded
to the point where it is necessary to increase the technical team proportionally, which
is financially unfeasible. An NGO's sustainability depends on this balance."

On the other hand, the fact that the Consortium was set up as a non-
partisan NGO, as defined in its bylaws ("The Consortium will act in the entire area of
the Municipalities encompassed by it... and it is prohibited to engage in any activity of
a partisan nature") has proven the only possible solution for obtaining institutional
sustainability, congregating all the Municipalities from the Jiquiriçá Basin and their
political leaders without stepping on anyone's toes. This structure has also been
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crucial for linkage among the various levels of Government and society civil
organizations. According to the Consortium's Technical Coordinating Body, "The work
done by this practice has demonstrated that a technical solution based on the River
Basin's geographic criterion and the need to depollute the contaminated water
resources has been the solution for overcoming partisan political pressure which
always exists in the Municipalities."

Statements by some Forums on the issue of the technical/political
interface in the Consortium show their stance: "people want a political springboard";
"political fighting jeopardizes local development and project formulation"; "in the
Forum, everyone has to respect the opinions of others; here we have to be politically
independent"; "eliminate the paternalism of backwoods politics"; "in the Forums,
people with different partisan commitments sit around the same table".

The political instability of Municipal Administrations, which could
potentially lead to lack of continuity in the adherence by some Mayors to the
Consortium, is minimized as the Forums' results emerge. The manifestations by
Mayors attending the Maracás Seminar support the certainty of long-term effects of
local policies based on participatory management. The expectation is that in the
coming elections, the region will elect Mayors who are increasingly committed to the
Consortium's work.

History has shown that the group of eight Mayors that founded the
Consortium gained the participation of the other Municipalities in just a few years,
based on the results achieved through the first activities and the political
determination of this initial group of Mayors and community groups. Nearly ten years
after the institution was legally founded, the Consortium includes participation by all
the Municipalities in the Jiquiriçá Basin, and the only place where the Forum has still
not been set up is in Milagres.

Some Mayors are entirely integrated into the Consortium's work. Astor
Moura de Araújo, Mayor of Itaquara, then-president of the Consortium, stated the
following in issue 3 of Jiquiriçá Notícias: "The Consortium's work is the broadest
sustainable development project I know in the country, because it does not limit itself
to just one issue; it looks at the Jiquiriçá River Basin and community development with
a focus on water resources. Despite the problems, the Valley's potentialities are always
the priority, whether in agribusiness, tourism, industrial production, or crafts; in short,
all aspects of the Consortium have this vision of the whole."

Another aspect of its institutional sustainability is the fact that
Municipalities come to the Consortium to establish partnership in local projects, thus
attesting to the credibility already achieved, the force of its institutional base.

Such projects include:

, Robalo (snook) fishing in the Dona River in Jaquaripe, a wide-ranging project in
the Municipality in partnership with the Ministry of the Environment and an NGO
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from the southern Brazilian State of Santa Catarina, with support from the state
oil company Petrobras; invests in the development of tourism and aquaculture,
opening jobs in the labor market; will include a chain of hotels, restaurants, boats
with fishing equipment; proposal for partnership with the Consortium for training
personnel;

, Jiquiriçá Valley Cultural Fair, a proposal by the Municipality of Santa Inês to
encourage the production and dissemination of Jiquiriçá Valley culture and
handicrafts; partnership with the Consortium for training personnel and
publicizing the Fair.

Economic and financial sustainability

According to Article 23 of the Consortium's bylaws:

"The Consortium's financial resources include: I – the Municipalities' membership contributions, as approved by the
Council of Municipalities and II – remuneration for services rendered;

First Paragraph – The membership contributions will by set by the Council of Mayors, in proportion to each
Municipality's Financial Revenue;

Second Paragraph – In addition to the membership contributions, participation fees will be set as a function of
specific work programs approved by the Council of Mayors."

As established under the bylaws, the Consortium maintains its streamlined
administrative structure with the contributions from the member Municipalities.
However, in light of the diverse financial situations in the various Municipalities and
the instability of their financial health at any given moment, the Consortium
experiences constant defaults by Municipal Governments with their monthly
contribution.

Since the Consortium was created, one of its planning premises has been
to seek possibilities for socio-political, institutional, environmental, and financial
sustainability. With clear objectives and a comprehensive understanding of the
environment, the Consortium has sought to develop the necessary potentialities to
reach its medium- and long-term goals, potentiating it resources, and attempting to
lower costs by promoting interfaces between the various activities.

The Table below indicates the amount of resources applied in the Jiquiriçá
Basin Municipalities since the Consortium began its activities, that is, from 1995 to
2002. The  Table refers to interventions in each Municipality with funds and transfers
from various sources (Bahia State Government and CAIXA, through the Government
Severance Indemnity Fund for Workers, or FGTS, and the Federal Budget) and for the
projects and actions sponsored by partners working with the Consortium in the 25
Municipalities (SEBRAE, Ministry of the Environment, SRH, PATHFINDER) and by
CAIXA.
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Investments in Municipalities comprising the Jiquiriçá Basin – 1995-2002.Investments in Municipalities comprising the Jiquiriçá Basin – 1995-2002.

OBSERVATIONOBSERVATION
BENEFICIARYBENEFICIARY
POPULATIONPOPULATION

SOURCESOURCE
AMOUNT OFAMOUNT OF
INVESTMENTINVESTMENT

MUNICIPALITYMUNICIPALITY

2.550

386

1.610

13.307

20.900

1.515

14.832

6.357

8.187

1.725

69.738

15.060

3.320

48.596

18.228

4.648

8.268

8.810

984

6.257

4.722

8.464

11.502

6.454

13.205

-

-

299.625299.625

State GovernmentState Government
and CAIXA (Federaland CAIXA (Federal
Budget/FGTS)Budget/FGTS)

315.000,00

294.580,39

2.411.314,08

1.100.480,21

1.543.340,84

643.525,17

2.335.958,81

478.000,00

2.490.640,13

266.050,00

21.735.540,12

2.355.839,76

623.954,12

3.332.873,22

2.357.245,83

4.000.800,09

254.654,84

3.236.261,91

174.530,00

1.612.853,61

4.215.196,09

381.058,08

884.163,48

2.964.607,80

6.784.994,51

710.346,82

822.637,42

68.326.447,3368.326.447,33

Amargosa

Brejões

Cravolândia

Elisio Medrado

Iaçu

Irajuba

Itaquara

Itatim

Itiruçu

Jaguaripe

Jaguaquara

Jiquiriçá

Lafaiete Coutinho

Laje

Lagedo do Tabocal

Maracás

Milagres

Mutuípe

Nova Itarana

Planaltino

Santa Inês

Santa Terezinha

S. Miguel das Matas

Ubaíra

Valença

Mutuípe / Laje

Jiquiriçá / Ubaíra

SubTotalSubTotal
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Regional Sustainable
Development in the
Jiquiriçá Basin

440,420 ME/SRHME/SRH 87.150,00Jiquiriçá Basin
Municipalities

Implementation of
Water Resources
Management System

440.420 ME/SRHME/SRH 255.000,00Jiquiriçá Basin
Municipalities

Implementation and
Planning of Water
Resources Management
System

440.420 ME/SRHME/SRH 200.000,00Jiquiriçá Basin
Municipalities

1st and 2nd Educational
Workshops

440.420 PATHFINDERPATHFINDER 85.000,00Jiquiriçá Basin
Municipalities

Maintenance440.420 OWN FUNDSOWN FUNDS 577.000,00Jiquiriçá Basin
Municipalities

Regional Sustainable
Development in the
Jiquiriçá Basin

440.420 SEBRAESEBRAE 1.193.901,00Jiquiriçá Basin
Municipalities

Local Development
Project in the Jiquiriçá
Basin

440.420 SEBRAESEBRAE 1.632.510,00Jiquiriçá Basin
Municipalities

Sponsorship, Publicity
Campaign  for the
Jiquiriçá Valley Inter-
Municipal Consortium

440.420 CAIXACAIXA 18.185,00Jiquiriçá Basin
Municipalities

Elaboration of a
Registry of Raw Water
Users in the Consortium
Member Municipalities
Milagres and São
Miguel das Matas in
Pilot Areas

440.420 CAIXACAIXA 79.965,00Jiquiriçá Basin
Municipalities

SubTotalSubTotal 4.128.711,004.128.711,00

Grand TotalGrand Total 72.455.158,3372.455.158,33

Investments in Municipalities comprising the Jiquiriçá Basin – 1995-2002.Investments in Municipalities comprising the Jiquiriçá Basin – 1995-2002.

OBSERVATIONOBSERVATION
BENEFICIARYBENEFICIARY
POPULATIONPOPULATION

SOURCESOURCE
AMOUNT OFAMOUNT OF
INVESTMENTINVESTMENT

MUNICIPALITYMUNICIPALITY
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Complementing a strategic position with a view towards financial
sustainability, the Consortium has been implementing shared actions with reciprocity
standards, in a mutual social learning process. In this shared social construction, the
Consortium has built its social capital and has now begun to receive proposals from
institutional consultancies that confirm the expected results.

The Consortium also believes that another key aspect of financial
sustainability is certification: all the products resulting from the economic concepts
related to tourism and agribusiness will receive the Consortium's "seal of excellence",
which will also serve as a financial source: a small percentage will be charged to
expand the Consortium's sustainability capacity.

At another moment in the above-mentioned interview, Astor Moura de
Araújo referred to the Consortium's financial equilibrium: "The Consortium's work has
expanded to the point where it is necessary to increase the technical team
proportionally, which is financially unfeasible. An NGO's sustainability depends on this
balance."

Social and cultural sustainability

As described in chapter 2, the main criterion adopted by the Consortium
for comprising the Municipal Forums was social and political representativeness,
considered an essential condition for legitimating its actions. Thus, the changes that
have occurred in the socio-environmental quality of the Jiquiriçá Basin Municipalities
as a result of the Forums' work, leading community groups to assume increasingly
firm commitments to the Consortium's projects, are indicators of social sustainability.

In addition, the Forums' work, by prioritizing creative, dynamic, and
capacity-building community involvement, offering opportunities for shared social
living through the cultural plurality characterizing the Valley, responds for the
practice's cultural sustainability. The respect for grassroots knowledge as expressed
since the Forums were created, valorizing and stimulating diverse cultural
manifestations, complements this process.

The Forums' work has constantly relied on cultural manifestations as the
medium for integrating the communities. Theater plays, music, and dance have
guaranteed involvement by the local population, awakening interest in the
Consortium's activities. To the extent that such cultural manifestations discuss issues
related to the Consortium's work – water pollution, deforestation, environmental
preservation – they become an important instrument for awareness-raising. As
emphasized by members of the Ubaíra Forum who participate in a local theater
group, "The language used by the Forums through theater, dance, and poetry is reason
for pride, a simple language at everyone's reach, especially that of children, who take
home the knowledge they've acquired."

The Maracás Seminar featured artistic numbers by Forum members who
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presented their action proposals through poetry, music, dance, and theater with the
finest and most characteristic aspects their Municipality took pride in showing.

The following is a repente [improvised rhyming song typical of Northeast
Brazil] sung by composer Valdeirene de Assis, a member of the Jaguaripe Forum,
indicative of the "messages" in these presentations:

Hear, one and all / Hear, all and one / The ten-year story of the / Jiquiriçá Consortium

It's non-governmental / This organization / It's the source of water / For the entire region

Awareness-raising, / Is the Consortium's solution / To do away with / Water pollution

With headwaters in Maracás / So the River Jiquiriçá flows / Through Valença and Jaguaripe / And into the sea it goes

The Consortium's triumph / Is truly the most / In 25 Municipalities / From country to coast

Here in our town / We felt the necessity / To implement the Forum / As our top priority

A great experience to / Learn we could / Unite all the people / For the common good

With the Forum now / The communities arousing / To join the program / For subsidized housing

It's an old dream / For decades or more / Local government / Helping the poor

Long live our Municipality / We deserve the compliment / Belonging to the Forum / For Water and Development

Here ends our song / And steadfastly shall we / Fight to save the waters / Of the Jiquiriçá Valley.

Community leadership and empowerment3.5

Since the beginning, members of the Water Users' and Development
Forums were selected from among existing leaders in each Municipality, which gives
them an outstanding position in their communities. By expressing their voluntary
commitment to the Consortium, they become agents in a process of change, with a
social and political role in participatory management.

In the seminar launching the Forums, through the psychosocial work that
sensitizes and mobilizes all the participants, the Forum members gain a new
understanding of their relationship with the group that is being formed, with the
communities to which they belong, and with the Jiquiriçá Valley, as well as with their
new responsibilities. This marks the empowerment of their leadership and
preparation for performing new tasks.

The Forum members, in their relationship to their communities, play an
important role in publicizing the Consortium's proposals and agglutinating forces for
participatory action. Community empowerment is thus intrinsic to the Forums'
activities.

Interviews exemplifying the Municipal Forum members who attended
EXPO-DLIS in Brasília bear witness to the significance of that event, and to the
opportunity they had for personal and collective growth.
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STATEMENTS

"The Forums discussed many things, and the experiences will foster
more effective action in development with local and integrated
sustainability. All of us who came here have an obligation to multiply
the knowledge with other members of the Forums. During the Forums'
activities we conduct participatory management, calling on various
sectors of society to work together, learning about the problems and
seeking solutions. Through our participation in EXPO-DLIS, we
observed issues from all over the country, and through our own
experience we helped improve the quality of life for everyone."
(Genivaldo dos Santos, São Miguel das Matas)

"After participating in EXPO-DLIS in Brasília, our lives will never be
the same again. During this event we interacted with our peers,
learning about various projects, and all this has transformed our
lives. I've always wanted to get to know Brasília. Through the Water
Users' and Development Forum, I was able to fulfill this dream and
even more, because I'm contributing to the social issue and
participating in this Local Development Network that encompasses the
entire country." (Neide Silva, Lagedo do Tabocal)

"During the meetings of the Water Users' and Development Forum in
Cravolândia, we discuss our main problems and draw up an action
plan to solve them. One of our measures was to set up an AA
(Alcoholics Anonymous) group. To start this action, we met with
various different institutions and religious groups, in addition to the
community. We held talks and seminars. All of this at zero cost. We
were able to pass this experience on to other Forums and to the new
friends we made in Brasília during EXPO-DLIS." (Ednalva de Oliveira,
Cravolândia)

"This trip was really interesting, because I'm bringing back to the
other members the information and knowledge that will help with the
work in the Itatim Forum. We're always learning new things. I learned
a lot here! Before the Water Users' and Development Forum in Itatim,
we had a very limited vision of our own capacities. Now we feel strong
enough to change our reality. Everything we learned here at EXPO-
DLIS serves to strengthen our actions, and I'm certain there will be
changes. I'm very proud to realize how much of a family we are, and
I'm going to communicate this pride to my colleagues back home.
Here we are brothers and sisters, parents, children, cousins, uncles,
aunts, one big family." (Marcos Antônio, Itatim)
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STATEMENTS

"At EXPO-DLIS we were able to expand our knowledge. We saw
diversity, people from other places, projects, actions, and different
experiences. We also exchanged knowledge and learned more about
Development through Local and Integrated Sustainability. With the
Jiquiriçá Consortium, we perceive how important partnerships are. We
are part of one world, and that's why in Brasília people visited the
Consortium's stand and talked with us to learn about our work, our
reality. Just like there was this relationship with visitors at EXPO-DLIS,
here in the Jiquiriçá Valley there's the integration of 25
Municipalities, and we appreciate the importance of this unity to
develop our work." (Luiz da Silva, Mutuípe)

Gender and social inclusion3.6

The actions developed by the Consortium and related to people's
participation have sought to stimulate different social segments to reflect on the
issues affecting quality of the natural, social, and cultural environment. The
Consortium is particularly sensitive to the contemporary vision of social participation
by women and youth with equal opportunities and social inclusion, a perspective that
highlights their participation throughout the process.

The photographs of Forum members at the Maracás Seminar and focus
groups (photographs 1 through 18, Appendix 2) show a significant presence of
women. On both occasions, women participated actively, with room to express their
views, daily experiences, and needs as differentiated from those of men.

Forum activities highlight the positive results in terms of social inclusion
and participation by women and youth.

, Santa Inês Forum (a Municipality whose population is 90% urban): presents a
roving puppet play that visits several low-income neighborhoods; uses art to
discuss relevant social and environmental issues;

, Lagedo do Tabocal Forum: orients the rural population on the use of pesticides
and herbicides and the consequences for water quality;

, Irajuba Forum: teaches women crochet and other skills that increase their self-
esteem and family income;

, Iaçu and Itatim Forums: develop joint work to implement selective waste collection
in the Municipalities; recycling solid waste opens a new source of work and helps
improve environmental quality in the Municipalities;
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, Nova Itarana Forum: currently registering future gardeners in the Community
Vegetable Garden on a plot of land provided by the Municipal Government; the
use of organic fertilizer (cattle or goat manure) guarantees improved quality of
produce and a new work front;

, São Miguel das Matas Forum: with funds raised through a dance party called
Sarapatel Dançante [featuring a traditional dish called sarapatel, sold during the
party] organized by the Forum, septic tanks are being built that will benefit the
river-dwelling communities and protect the headwaters;

, Ubaíra Forum: created the Fundo de Quintal [Backyard] theater group, working
with the communities on issues related to the Consortium's work – environment,
environmental preservation, quality of life, the school drop-out rate, and others.
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The Jiquiriçá Valley Inter-Municipal Consortium is achieving its mission
of promoting sustainability development in the River Basin, adopting planning tools
and methodologies for participatory management of water resources. Based on
actions aimed at changing the dire socioeconomic and environmental conditions in
the Jiquiriçá Valley, the Consortium has become a national reference in the sense
of fostering sustainable development of the region focused on a participatory
model for meeting social demands.

In the majority of the towns visited, interviews with the Municipal
Administrations expressed recognition of the Consortium's work. However, we
observed that the lack of support for the Forums' work on the part of some
Municipal Administrations was a source of controversy in the debates held in the
focus groups in which these Forums participated. There was also an enormous
difference between the activities done by the Forums that were supported by the
Mayors as compared to those in which Municipal support was less effective.

All the Forum participants expressed great satisfaction about working for
their Municipalities and their Valley, from a new perspective, namely sustainable
development. However, a major challenge is to meet the demands and actions
planned by the Forums, as reflected in the field reports, in which many Forum
members expressed their expectations and anxieties concerning the Consortium's
work.

During the ten-year period, most of the Consortium's time was devoted
to planning and fundraising, so this can be considered a short time frame in
relation to the expected results. Medium- and long-term forecasts suggest the
consolidation of the Forums' work and their conscientious participation in the
societal transformation process. The implementation and follow-up of local Forums
in each Municipality are consolidating the basis for the future Jiquiriçá River Basin
Committee.

The following is a list of lessons learned in the analysis and evaluation
of the practice.

Conclusion4
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Management characteristics

The Consortium identifies the following determinants of efficiency to
date:

, coherent principles;

, adherence to the initial values and concepts;

, transparent management;

, capacity to adapt to the operationalization of actions;

, confirmation of social impacts as the projects materialize; and

, ongoing evaluation of results.

Other aspects were observed in the work by the Consortium's technical
team and consultants that ensure effective operation of the office:

, trust in the objectives and strategies set by the Consortium; and

, professional competence, transmitting a feeling of security to everyone involved
in the process: Mayors and other Municipal authorities, their governmental
partners, and private enterprise and community groups.

Also worthy of note is the political determination of the various
Municipal Administrations involved in the Consortium, participating and supporting
this work, a fact that has also proved crucial for the program's sustainability.
Conceived in late 1993, the Jiquiriçá Consortium has proceeded with its work
without any interruption.

Re-evaluation of the work

An important lesson is the need to maintain an ongoing evaluation of
the work developed by the Consortium. This constant re-evaluation process allows
for better identification of problems and solutions.

The work routine adopted by the technical team, scheduling biweekly
meetings with regional coordinators and weekly meetings of the technical team, is
fundamental for the Consortium's sustainability. These meetings discuss the
planned activities and evaluate the Forums' work, often resulting in the
reformulation of priorities and the review of the scope of projects, while always
maintaining the practice's underlying concepts and principles.

As stated in the Consortium's 2002 Report10, "All moments of retreat

10 CONSÓRCIO INTERMUNICIPAL DO JIQUIRIÇÁ [Jiquiriçá Inter-Municipal Consortium]. Relatório 2002 [2002
Annual Report]. Salvador, 2003.
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mean periods of reflection and creativity in conducting the work." The professionals
from the psychosocial field, which is the most innovative of all the Consortium's
approaches, evaluate the initiative in the following terms: "As a function of the
lessons learned, the mistakes committed, and the targets reached, new goals are
being discussed and built collectively, noting that the psychosocial work is in a
process of permanent evolution."

Astor Moura de Araújo, in the previously mentioned interview in
Jiquiriçá Notícias, had the following to say on this issue. "The Consortium has an
excellent strategy: ongoing evaluation of the work. In this process we manage to (...)
redefine actions, to modify and adjust previous positions, for the activities to be
developed naturally, without overlooking the objective, which is sustainable
development of the Jiquiriçá Basin, with a focus on people."

Language

The Consortium has succeeded in maintaining excellent technical-
quality language in its discourse and documents, whether in the formulation of
principles, with precise, well-based conceptual texts or in the elaboration of its
projects, which are always well-structured, with a clear and objective methodology.

Nevertheless, faced with the lack of elucidative quantitative data, there
is a striking need to improve the permanent documentation and information system
on the actions implemented by the Consortium in the Municipalities, to compile
data from the origin to the destination of resources, record and follow up on the
trends in environmental and socioeconomic indicators, and plan actions aimed at
achieving sustainable development in these communities.

The newspaper Jiquiriçá Notícias has produced significant repercussions,
since it uses common language, perfectly accessible to a major portion of the River
Basin's population.

Coverage

The success of Jiquiriçá Notícias is due not only to its language, but also
to the topics covered, directly related to the interests of the Jiquiriçá Valley people.
However, due to the high illiteracy rate in the region and the fact that the Forums
only began operating recently, it is necessary to increase the visibility of the
Consortium's work by exploring other communications media and guaranteeing
that they reach the local communities. Thus, the Consortium, through a qualified
team (working in the areas of press consultancy and marketing) and the regional
coordinators, has worked to include stories in the radio and newspaper media in
the capital and in the Municipalities with mainstream media.
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These articles and interviews aim to increase the visibility of the actions
conducted by the Consortium and its partners, with positive political repercussions,
in addition to creating prospects for new partnerships and new sources of funds,
reporting on the Forums' activities in the Municipalities and fostering greater
adherence to their work.

Mobilization

The Consortium's capacity for mobilization is undeniable, especially
when combined with psychosocial work. The use of psychosocial work as a
methodology has produced significant results in the mobilization of Forum
members for collective work and training regional coordinators to manage the
transformation process towards individual and community development. On the
other hand, the fact that the majority of the initial group of regional coordinators
dropped out indicated that the selection criteria failed to fully meet the initial
expectations. This situation showed that the composition of the Forums involves
different levels of linkage and networking.

To convene an average of 25 persons per Municipality in volunteer work
for sustainable develop is a daunting task that the Consortium has succeeded in
fulfilling. The implementation of 24 Forums in less than a year demonstrated the
high level of prior organization and efficacy and the capacity for linking with the
Municipal Governments. This competence was confirmed by the success of the
Maracás Seminar and the adherence of Municipal Governments to the
Consortium's work, which has steadily become more active and participatory.

The presence of regional coordinators in the work developed by the local
Forums, as a link between the Forums and the Consortium's technical coordinating
body and the local population, provides an effective and crucial element for the
implementation and consolidation of the actions planned by the Consortium.

The criterion adopted for representation of different social segments in
the local Forums guarantee the population's effective and legitimate participation
in the process. The Forums' heterogeneous composition in terms of age, schooling,
awareness, gender, and income ensures a significant representation of the
Jiquiriçá Valley's population, with special involvement by women and students.

Furthermore, the Consortium has succeeded in convening 25 Mayors
with different partisan affiliations and a diversity of their own projects, based on
the common importance of the use of the Jiquiriçá River, seeking to guarantee
regional development.
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Exercise of citizenship

The three key elements of citizenship – collective identity, solidarity, and
social representation – are present in all of the Forums' work, meaning that the
members, by developing their actions, have guaranteed the full exercise of
citizenship. However, exercising citizenship is a slow, ongoing process, with ups
and downs, with small results that add together to reach the proposed goal.

Despite the huge challenges, the Jiquiriçá Consortium is on the right
path in the quest for better quality of life for the people of the Jiquiriçá Valley.
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Form for Presentation of the PracticeForm for Presentation of the Practice

APPENDIX I
Form for Presentation of the Practice

Name of the ProgramName of the Program Participatory Management of Water Resources in the Jiquiriçá River Basin

Member MunicipalitiesMember Municipalities Amargosa, Brejões, Cravolândia, Elísio Medrado, Jaguaquara, Jaguaripe, Jiquiriçá,
Lafaiete Coutinho, Laje, Lajedo do Tabocal, Maracás, Milagres, Mutuípe, Iaçu,
Irajuba, Itaquara, Itatim, Itiruçu, Nova Itarana, Planaltino, Santa Inês, Santa
Terezinha, São Miguel das Matas, Ubaíra, Valença.

Main objectivesMain objectives Promote integrated sustainable development of the Jiquiriçá River Basin, adopting
planning tools and methodologies in the participatory management of water
resources. The practice thus propose to apply the means for social inclusion such as
the Participatory Information System, creating a technical and institutional
framework focused on various segments of the community in decision-making, in
addition to combining public and private investments, linking and networking
Federal, State, and Municipal levels of government with organized civil society and
Jiquiriçá Valley communities.

Specific objectivesSpecific objectives Plan and implement Plan and implement joint projects and measures, aimed at the rational use of
water, organization of the Waters Committee and Agency, urban and rural
planning, and improved infrastructure and social, cultural, and economic
conditions; StrengthenStrengthen the Muncipalities' management capability; EncourageEncourage
community involvement in planning and management; StimulateStimulate local economic
vocations (tourism, agribusiness); TrainTrain local development agents; RaiseRaise funds for
integrated sectoral projects; IntegrateIntegrate public and private investments, mediating
and linking policy and institutional issues.

Institution responsible for the PracticeInstitution responsible for the Practice

Jiquiriçá Valley Inter-Municipal ConsortiumJiquiriçá Valley Inter-Municipal Consortium

AddressAddress

Rua Guillard Muniz, N.º 794, Sala 101, Salvador – Bahia

CEP 41.810-110 – BRASIL Fone: 55-(71)355-0086   Fax 55-(71)451-6900

E-mail: jiquirica@consorcio.org.br / Website: www.consorcio.org.br

Contact PersonContact Person

Vera Lúcia Rebouças Lyra 
Executive Director
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Principal partner institutionsPrincipal partner institutions

Financial and technicalFinancial and technical
supportsupport

CAIXA ECONÔMICA FEDERAL – Management Division for Urban Development, Salvador

Clemente Mariani Foundation

Financial supportFinancial support Brazilian Ministry of the Environment / Secretariat for Water Resources

Technical supportTechnical support Office International de L'eau

Partners of the Americas

Brazilian Association of Sanitary Engineering (ABES), Bahia State Chapter

Federal University in Bahia

National Waters Agency (ANA)

Technical and politicalTechnical and political
supportsupport

SEBRAE – Brazilian Service to Support Micro and Small Enterprises

Financial and politicalFinancial and political
supportsupport

Government of the State of Bahia

The Program's thematic linesThe Program's thematic lines

Natural Environment Natural Environment Includes management of natural resources (water, plant, and mineral), pollution
control, monitoring of environmental quality, permanent environmental protection
areas, recovery of riparian forests, control of erosion and silting, and protection of
mangroves and estuaries.

InfrastructureInfrastructure Includes housing, electricity, drainage, sewerage, water supply, waste collection,
telephony, public safety/security, highway systems, transportation, road/street
signage, equipment, public-use areas, and food supply.

Political/InstitutionalPolitical/Institutional
Sphere Sphere 

Involves the Information System, regional integration, institutional capacity-
building, community participation, Municipal legislation, degree of organization of
public powers, Master Plan, and tax inspection and collection.

Economy  Economy  Primary sector, secondary sector, tertiary sector, labor, private enterprise,
employment and income, and tourism.

Social Sphere Social Sphere Community organization and participation, leadership empowerment, cooperatives
and associations, education, health, social assistance, culture, publicity,
mobilization, communications, human resources, sports, and leisure/recreation.
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APPENDIX II
Cartographic Documentation

Figure 1 – Map of Localization of Jiquiriçá River Basin

Figure 2 – Map of  Municipalities included in the Jiquiriçá River Basin
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Figure 3 – Cultural Map of  Municipalities of the Jiquiriçá River Basin

Figure 4 – Polluted Springs of the  Jiquiriçá River Basin
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Figure 5 – Agribusiness in the Municipalities of the Jiquiriçá River Basin

Figure 6 -Tourist Routes of the Municipalities of the Jiquiriçá River Basin 
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APPENDIX III
Photographic Documentation

Photo 1 Photo 2

Photo 4Photo 3

Photo 5 Photo 6

Photos 1 to 6 – Forums presents at Maracas Seminary of Exchange and Strengthening 
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Photo 7 Photo 8

Photo 10Photo 9

Photo 11 Photo 12

Photos 7 to 12 – Presentations of the Forums at Maracas Seminary of  Exchange and Strengthening
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Photo 13 Photo 14

Photo 16Photo 15

Photo 17 Photo 18

Photos 13 to 18 – Focal Groups  at the Work field
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Photo 19 – Headquarter of Itaquara Forum

Photo 21

Photo 20

Photo 22

Photos 20 to 22 – Process of Elaboration of a Municipal Plan of Education
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APPENDIX IV
Glossary of Terms and Acronyms

Glossary of terms and acronymsGlossary of terms and acronyms

ABESABES Brazilian Association of Sanitary Engineering

ANAANA National Waters Agency 

BAHIATURSABAHIATURSA Official Bahia State Tourism Agency

CEASACEASA Central Food Supply Clearinghouse

CIVJCIVJ Jiquiriçá Valley Inter-Municipal Consortium

CONDERCONDER Bahia State Company for Urban Development

EMBASAEMBASA Bahia Water and Sanitation Utility Company

EMBRATUREMBRATUR Official Brazilian Tourism Company

EPAEPA Environmental Protection Area

EXPO-DLISEXPO-DLIS Expo on Development with Local and Integrated Sustainability

GISGIS Georeferenced Information System

IBAMAIBAMA Brazilian Institute of the Environment

IBGEIBGE Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (National Census Bureau)

IRDEBIRDEB Bahia Institute for Educational Radio Broadcasting

MEME Ministry of the Environment

OTRIOTRI Office for Transfer of Research Results

PRADEMPRADEM Program to Support the Development of Municipal Education

PRHPRH Water Resources Master Plan

PROSANEARPROSANEAR Federal Pro-Sanitation Program

PSHPSH Program for Social-Interest Subsidized Housing

SDISDI Social Development Index

SEBRAESEBRAE Brazilian Service to Support Micro and Small Enterprises

EDIEDI Economic Development Index

FGTSFGTS Government Severance Indemnity Fund for Workers

FBFB Federal Budget
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Glossary of terms and acronyms (continuation)Glossary of terms and acronyms (continuation)

SECOMPSECOMP Secretariat to Combat Poverty and Social Inequalities

SEPLANTECSEPLANTEC Secretariat for Planning, Science, and Technology

SRHSRH Secretariat for Water Resources

STSSTS Sewage Treatment Station

UESBUESB State University of Southwest Bahia

UFBAUFBA Federal University in Bahia

UNDPUNDP United Nations Development Program

UNEBUNEB State University of Bahia


